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How radiologists can
future-proof themselves by
embracing 3D visualisation

Waking the dead: forensic
imaging requires different
mindset to clinical work

Industry showcases latest
ultrasound innovations at
ECR 2018 technical exhibition

Interventional oncology brings
a new future for radiologists,
says Caseiro Alves

BY BERND HAMM, ESR PRESIDENT

ECR 2018 celebrates
the diversity of radiology
It is my great pleasure to welcome you to ECR 2018!
The European Congress of Radiology has attendees from all over
the world – from over 140 countries and many diverse cultures.
It is a multi-professional meeting
where international experts can
shake hands with students, medical residents exchange ideas with
physicists, and radiographers share
their perspectives with industry
representatives.
I chose ‘Diverse & United’ as our
congress motto this year, as radiology is such a diverse specialty,
covering a huge range of medical and scientific topics: from ever
more refined diagnostic options
to image-guided minimally invasive treatment options. Alongside
our diversity, as radiologists and
radiographers we should also stay
united, which is in the interest of
our specialty and our patients. This
is what our congress is: something
to offer for everyone, regardless of
profession, cultural background
or specialisation.
Being Congress President in
2015 gave me the unique opportunity for re-evaluation and to implement new things that I feel strongly
about as well as fine-tune features
that already existed. It was generally important to me to intro-

myESR.org

duce new ideas in order for those
of you who’ve even been coming to
Vienna for decades, just like me, to
get the chance to experience
multiple innovations.
MyT3 is a new session format,
adapting the ECR even more to
these fast-moving times. 240 daring
colleagues will present their scientific thesis in just three minutes! As
if this wasn’t dramatic enough, we
decided to hold these speedy sessions on the Sky High Stage which
overlooks the city of Vienna, as only
the sky is the limit for this new generation of radiology professionals.
Additionally, we created another
new session format, ‘Coffee & Talk’,
which is highly interactive with
much more time for discussion
than usual and in a relaxed atmosphere, with the possibility to also
enjoy a coffee or other hot beverage.
The interesting lectures on offer in
these sessions call for an exciting
exchange, bringing together different statements and opinions as well
as Viennese coffee culture.
For the first time, the CUBE will
open its doors to you: a theme park
for interventional radiology (IR),
designed for residents who haven’t
specialised yet. Challenges, quizzes, training and much more will

be focused on IR in emergencies
plus other everyday topics, including the aorta, oncology, peripherals,
and stroke. Without wanting to give
away too much, I recommend paying the Cube a visit during lunchtime for ‘the main event’: the daily
highlight involving experts in the
arena, less challenging as well as
more challenging interventions and
much more. Come and be part of it!
I have given a strong focus on
radiographers this year, whose
work is crucial for every medical
imaging facility. In order to underline how welcome they are at the
ECR, we introduced the new Shape
Your Skills Programme for radiographers at the beginning of their
career who were selected based on
the quality of their abstract submission. They were awarded free
admission to the congress and hotel
accommodation too. Additionally,
there is a Radiographers’ Evening
on Friday night for the first time.
Don’t miss it!
Our congress is well known as a
particularly modern and innovative
meeting with a keen eye toward
the future, and therefore perfectly
reflects developments in our discipline. Radiology is amongst the top
drivers of innovation in medicine,

#ECR2018

so I can definitely predict a bright
future. Radiology, as a specialty, is
constantly growing and renewing
itself and is also doing this much
faster than other specialties.
A few words on artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning: I am convinced that it is not a
threat but a tool that we can use to
support our work and to improve
results. The radiologist’s job has
constantly changed in the past and
will continue to do so in the future.
For one thing, the amount of data
we are dealing with is ever increasing. AI will help us to cope with this
workload and make optimal use of
the data in our daily routine. This,
in turn, leaves us with more time for
patient care and communication
with clinical colleagues, thus making radiology more visible to others.
The best approach to predicting
the future would be to go back ten
years and have a look at what we
were doing back then and where
we are now. Almost everything we
are using now was already there,
sometimes in just a rudimentary
form, and by far not everyone was
convinced of those approaches
back then, but many of them are
now generally accepted. It is not
much different today, we are look-

ESR President Bernd Hamm is
professor of radiology and chairman
of all three merged departments
of radiology at the Charité,
Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin and
Freie Universität. He is also clinical
director of the Charité Center, which
includes radiology, neuroradiology,
nuclear medicine and medical physics.

ing at possible solutions, which we
develop and discuss and then discard or improve upon but some of
these will indeed go on to define our
daily work ten years from now.
At a time like this I think it is
important to look beyond borders
and focus more than ever on the
ESR being a community of and for
radiologists, radiographers and colleagues from related disciplines.
Considering the U.K. vote to leave
the EU, we have to admit that this
certainly affects Europe and the
European community. This is unfortunate but the ESR and the scientific community are beyond politics, and we will further strengthen
and develop international coopera-

continued on page 2
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tion and relationships. Brexit poses
no threat to the ESR but an opportunity to prove that science does
not know borders. Since the founding of the ESR and through its var-

ious activities, we have built a solid
foundation upon which European
radiologists can cooperate and communicate and so our motto could be
“Keep calm and carry on”.
Last but not least, on a less professional note, we all have to eat
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and it was important for me to
broaden the choices for all of us
by introducing the ECR Food Village. Street Food is ‘the in thing’
in Berlin right now for people
who want to enjoy some fresh air,
stretch their legs and grab a bite.

So throughout as well as just outside the conference centre, you can
indulge in the cuisine of our ESR
Meets countries (China, Portugal,
Switzerland) or also try a typical
Berliner Currywurst.

I invite all of you to look around,
experience and re-discover the
ECR, the new as well as the familiar
features, as diverse and united as
we are!

BY MÉLISANDE ROUGER

Zheng Yu Jin: education
is key for the advancement
of radiology in China
Zheng Yu Jin is director, professor and doctoral tutor of the Beijing Union Medical College Hospital and principal of the Ministry
of state-level key disciplines. He is
also director of the Beijing Union
Medical College Medical Imaging
Department and chairman of the
Chinese Society of Radiology.
Prof. Jin has been engaged in
diagnostic imaging and interventional radiology for more than 30
years. From 1990, he has carried out
new radiological techniques, such
as bronchial artery interventional
therapy in haemoptysis, coronary
artery and intracranial arterial

thrombolysis and dual-source CT
coronary angiography, to explore
the relevant technical standards,
which were recognised by domestic
and foreign guidelines. Since 2000,
he has taken a global lead in the
design and development of magnetic resonance whole-body diffusion-weighted imaging for the
assessment of malignant tumours
and MR guided focused ultrasound
therapy, and conduction of multi-centre study in China.
Prof. Jin has conducted many
national key research projects and
won the second prize of National Science and Technology Progress, first

prize of Scientific and Technological
Progress by the Ministry of Health,
first prize in Science and Technology, second prize of Huaxia Medical
Science and Technology, and many
more. He has published over 120 articles and 8 professional books.
Prof. Jin has been leading medical school education, adult education, continuing education and
other different levels of teaching over the years. He introduced
foreign advanced group discussions
and the interactive feedback system. He has received the National
Top Quality Courses and Textbook
for Higher Education in Beijing

ECR 2018 Opening
Today at 17:45 in Room A

awards and the Excellent Teaching Team of Beijing award, among
others.
Under his leadership, the Beijing
Union Medical College Hospital has
been elected best department in
China’s best specialist reputation
ranking list, contributing to the
development of domestic imaging
diagnosis and interventional medicine, and leading the field of radiology in China.
Prof. Jin has given several invited
keynote speeches on radiology in
China and Asia throughout the
world, bringing Chinese radiology
onto the international stage.
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It’s all about finding joy
in what you do, says Ehman
The North American radiologist and renowned inventor Professor Richard L. Ehman
encourages students to choose radiology, a field offering many career options, and also
urges young radiologists to support research and innovation.

Professor Zheng Yu Jin from Beijing
will be presented with Honorary
Membership of the European Society
of Radiology.

He has received the honorary
title of Outstanding Teacher of
Central Health, Outstanding Young
and Middle-aged Specialist, Chinese
Physician Award and Beijing Excellent Teacher.
At ECR 2018, Professor Zheng Yu
Jin will be presented with Honorary Membership of the European
Society of Radiology.

Don’t miss the breathtaking performance by the
Symphoniacs, a group from Berlin mixing classical
and modern music in their own inimitable style!

Former RSNA President Richard L. Ehman will receive ESR Honorary
Membership during ECR 2018 (Courtesy of William Forsman for the
Med City Beat).

Ehman is professor of radiology
and Blanche R. & Richard J. Erlanger
professor of medical research at the
Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota.
He will be presented with honorary
membership of the ESR at ECR 2018.
Prof. Ehman, who has just
stepped down as president of the
Radiology Society of North America
(RSNA), is known for his contributions to the specialty in leadership,
education, clinical practice, and
especially research. Innovation has
been the focus of his career and he
holds more than 60 U.S. and foreign
patents. Many of these inventions
have been commercialised and are
widely used in medical care. He has
devoted most of his career as a radiologist to advancing MRI, a modality he was able to work with before
its introduction in clinical practice.
“I was fortunate to complete my
radiology training and embark on
a research fellowship at the crucial
time in the early 1980s when proto-

type MRI technology was first being
explored. There were many mysteries to solve in these early images. I
was fascinated by motion phenomena and did research to understand
the physical basis. This research
resulted in a series of inventions for
addressing flow and tissue motion
artefacts in clinical MRI. That work
led to the development of an MRIbased technique for imaging microscopic vibrational motion in tissue,
which is the basis for an imaging
technology known as magnetic resonance elastography, which has been
the main focus of my research programme for more than 20 years,” he
explained looking back on his career.
Back in the 1970s, his interest and
background in physics led him to
radiology. “During medical school,
I was struck by the way that medicine was being changed in fundamental ways by the use of powerful
new imaging technologies. I realised that in radiology there would

be wonderful opportunities to leverage physics, engineering and
technology to contribute to patient
care,” he said.
And he has certainly witnessed
many of the major changes the discipline has gone through: the introduction and wide adoption of computed
tomography, advanced ultrasonography, and magnetic resonance imaging. “The impact of these powerful
imaging technologies on patient care
has been so profound that most physicians could now scarcely imagine
practising medicine without them,”
Prof. Ehman said. Technology will
continue to advance the field, and
radiologists should embrace disruption and pursue value-inspired innovation for the benefit of our patients,
he believes.
Artificial
intelligence
and
machine learning have become of
great interest within the radiology community. According to Prof.
Ehman, “these technologies have
been around for a long time, but
the introduction of widely available tools to implement them over
the last few years has led to an
explosion of attention. I believe
that these technologies will gradually be adopted in medicine and
that the earliest applications will
be actually in areas other than
radiology. I think that in radiology,
automation and machine learning techniques will be incrementally introduced ‘under the hood’ in
imaging systems to advance image
quality, increase the accessibility
of quantitative image biomarkers,
and to improve workflow.”
There is a shortage of radiologists
all over the world, however medical
students should continue to choose
radiology not because of this, but
because it offers a wide range of

practice profiles and subspecialties.
“This diversity provides great choice
in achieving a professionally fulfilling career. Radiology is a dynamic
rapidly advancing field, and a vital
core component at the centre of
healthcare,” explained Prof. Ehman.
He encourages young radiologists
and residents to continue learning
throughout their careers. “Whether
or not you plan to pursue a career
that involves academic activity, you
should support those who pursue
research and innovation in radiology, because it is the key to your
future. Focus on the needs of your
patients. Strive to keep things in
perspective and find joy in what
you accomplish,” he said.
Born and educated in Canada,
Prof. Ehman also studied in New
Zealand and did part of his residency and research fellowship in
the United States, where he has
been working for the past 30 years.

International experience helped to
give him wider perspectives on radiology. “Those early experiences at
institutions in different countries
during my training opened my eyes
to the extraordinary opportunities
for innovation in radiology. And in
my travels during my professional
career, I have come to appreciate the
extent to which we have a rich international community in radiology. In
my research programme, I cherish
the active and productive collaborations that I have with radiology colleagues all over the world.”
A perfect occasion for the international radiology community to convene is the ECR, and Prof. Ehman
has been enjoying the meeting’s scientific and educational programme
and the sense of innovation ever
since his first visit in 2010. “The event
truly conveys the breadth, depth,
and dynamic nature of radiology as
a discipline,” he said.

These images illustrate magnetic resonance elastography, a technology
invented by Dr. Ehman and his team in order to quantitatively image the
mechanical properties of tissue. Vibrations are generated within the body
and imaged using a special MRI technique, shown on the left. The images of
the propagating waves are processed to generate elastograms, which are
images that display the mechanical stiffness of tissue (right). Here, the liver
(outlined) is found to be much stiffer than normal, indicating the presence
liver fibrosis. MR elastography technology is now installed on more than 900
MRI systems worldwide and ongoing research is focused on exploring many
new applications, including brain imaging. Provided by Prof. Richard Ehman.

DISCOVER
INTERVENTIONAL RADIOLOGY
AT THE CUBE
Enter the captivating world of interventional radiology (IR) at ECR 2018!
For the first time ever, ECR presents ‘the Cube’,
an interactive exhibition dedicated to IR.
Challenges, quizzes, training and much more will take place on daily
topics, including peripherals, the aorta, oncology, and stroke.
Wednesday to Saturday
8:30 – 18:00 at the CUBE

#ECR2018
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Details at
myESR.org/cube
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BY VIVIENNE RAPER

Seung Hyup Kim: radiologists
are not in a race against machines

How radiologists can
future-proof themselves by
embracing 3D visualisation

The prominent Korean radiologist, who uses artificial intelligence in pattern
recognition, urges radiologists to use machines intelligently and take their role
as imaging gatekeepers very seriously.

Prof. Seung Hyup Kim from Seoul
will be awarded ESR Honorary
Membership at ECR 2018.

Seung Hyup Kim, professor of
radiology and urology at Seoul
National University College of Medicine, will be awarded ESR Honorary Membership at ECR 2018.
He is currently involved in a project looking at artificial intelligence (AI) in pattern recognition
approach, something he believes
every radiologist already has experience of.
“Every day we radiologists carry
out imaging diagnosis using a pattern recognition approach, whether
consciously or unconsciously. We
also use this approach in communicating with our fellow doctors or
teaching our residents or students.

I am particularly interested in using
self-drawn simplified schematic
patterns to explain imaging findings. That is why I am interested
in this urogenital radiology project,
which combines my experience and
AI,” he said.
The world is entering the era of
AI and this trend will develop in the
years to come, Prof. Kim explained.
Radiologists need to become familiar with it, rather than fear it.
“AI has already started to be used
in radiology and will become more
and more widespread in the near
future. Many fear that our specialty will be badly damaged by AI
and that it will replace us and perform most of our current tasks.
Although I am not a futurologist,
I do not agree with this pessimistic view. I rather expect that, if we
understand it and use it well, our
specialty will enter another era of
considerable advancement thanks
to AI. If we accept that we are not
in a race against the machines, but
rather in a race with the machines,
I am sure that our specialty will
become smarter and our role may
move from image interpreter to
better counsellor to our patients.
But of course, people who wish for
things to remain as they are, and
see their work as that of a simple
machine-like image reader will miss
the opportunity.”

Another thing close to his heart
regarding the future of radiology
is that doctors should learn how to
spend budgets wisely. “My belief is
that we are now living in an era of
healthcare overspending. A more
important aspect is that growth in
annual healthcare expenditure is too
fast. Excessive use of imaging studies may be a driver for increasing
demand for radiologists at the present time, but eventually it will lead to
a breakdown. This issue will be a big
challenge for us in the near future if
we do not perform our role as gatekeepers properly,” he explained.
Prof. Kim received his national
board certification in 1983 and
very soon developed a passion for
urology imaging and intervention, and more specifically systematic approaches for problematic
renal masses. “I work as a professor of dual appointment in radiology and urology, because this is a
very important topic for both specialties,” he said.
He has dedicated his life to working with machines but has never
forgotten why. “I advise our residents that they shouldn’t learn or
work like a machine, but should
always consider how we can use
machines around us more intelligently. When I decided to become a
radiologist, radiologists were known
as the ‘doctor’s doctor’. I found this

quite impressive and attractive.
However, after 37 years working as
a radiologist, I think we should be
the ‘patient’s doctor’ in addition to
the ‘doctor’s doctor’. And that’s what
I tell my residents,” he said.
Over his long career, Prof. Kim
has witnessed the emergence and
development of CT and MRI, and
how their role has expanded from
providing anatomic detail to functional versatility. But it is ultrasound that has had the most
impact on his career, and he has
done a lot to advance the modality, both locally and internationally.
Prof. Kim has been president of the
Asian Federation of Societies for
Ultrasound in Medicine and Biology (AFSUMB), and currently serves
as president-elect of the World Federation for Ultrasound in Medicine
and Biology (WFUMB).
International and multidisciplinary cooperation has been a priority for him ever since he worked
as a visiting scholar in the department of radiology at the University
of Pennsylvania Hospital, under the
supervision of the late Dr. Howard
Pollack, one of the founders of uroradiology. “I learned a lot from him,
and how uroradiologists can most
effectively collaborate with urologists,” he said.
Prof. Kim was instrumental in
opening up the Korean Society of

Radiology (KSR) to the rest of the
world by establishing English as
one of the official languages of its
annual meeting.
“We Korean radiologists were
very fortunate since senior leaders of the KSR had a strong belief
that internationalisation, or globalisation, should be a key element
of the society’s strategic direction
and ensured that society members
were on board with this. That is
why we hold 90% of our congress
in English and more than 10% of
participants are from abroad. This
meeting helps to continuously
enhance the capability of our
members to participate in international activities. Our society
members’ belief that we are on the
right track has made us stronger,”
he said.
Prof. Kim praises the ECR for its
participant-friendly approach and
the part of the programme dedicated to his subspecialty. “I like the
ECR because I see what a prominent role the European Society of
Urogenital Radiology (ESUR) has
in both ESR and ECR. The Korean
Society of Urogenital Radiology
(KSUR) is one of the most important subspecialty societies of the
KSR, just like the ESUR is one of
the ESR’s preeminent societies,
and members of the KSUR are very
proud of that,” he said.

There are many new applications for imaging data, and radiologists need to jump in to
make themselves future-proof, according to Dr. Peter van Ooijen, associate professor of
medical imaging informatics at the University Medical Centre Groningen, Netherlands.
Technologies for 3D visualisation are rapidly gaining importance, and to guarantee their
future survival, radiologists must understand their potential, as well as their pitfalls.
and diagnosis, and have an adverse
influence on therapy,” said Prof. Dr.
Thomas Frauenfelder, professor of
radiology and vice director of the
Institute of Diagnostic Radiology
at the University Hospital of Zurich,
who is speaking at the same session.
Frauenfelder will discuss how
(semi)-automated 3D post-processing can bring additional value
to lung, cardiovascular and bone
imaging, including detecting lung
nodules and imaging lung structure and bone fractures. With a
volume rendering of a pelvic fracture, you can get an overview of the
entire situation, rather than having
to scroll through multiple images of
individual fracture lines, he stated.
Radiologists often don’t have the
passion or time to make a coloured
3D rendering or other special image
displaying the whole pathology,
which would be attractive to attending physicians and potentially to
patients, he said.
To help free up time for 3D imaging, Frauenfelder recommends having a clear diagnostic workflow. This
is important because no one will use
it if it’s too time-consuming, he said.
At Zurich, all radiologists are
expected to use 3D imaging, and
to save time, oblique multiplanar
reformatted (MPR) images are provided automatically by the software. The same cloud- or serv-

BY ANTHONY LARK

The greening of Europe’s
largest radiological congress
In 2015, the ECR became the largest congress in Europe to receive the
Austrian Ecolabel (Umweltzeichen),
signifying its recognition as a green
meeting. This achievement followed
the implementation of numerous
measures designed to reduce the
congress’ environmental impact, and
it reflected a deepened commitment
on the part of the ESR to making
the congress sustainable. Receiving
the accolade was not, however, the
end of the path. Ensuring that the
ECR is a green event is a constantly
evolving task, and the recognition of
the Umweltzeichen bestows a duty
upon the ESR to lead by example
and find new ways to improve the
congress’ ecological credentials.
Created in 1990 by the Federal Ministry of the Environment,
the Umweltzeichen was initially
granted only to environmentally
friendly goods. Now under the
purview of the Federal Ministry of
Agriculture, Forestry, Environment
and Water Management, the label
is also available to educational
institutions, meetings and events,

tourism enterprises, and companies. In the context of meetings
and events, the Umweltzeichen
is awarded in recognition of the
“environmentally conscious as well
as socially responsible management” of a gathering. And, whilst
a number of mandatory criteria
must be satisfied for a meeting or
event to receive the label, a holistic assessment of an event or meeting is undertaken in order to determine whether it is green.
Minimising the CO2 emissions
is of central concern when running a green congress. Large
congresses are by their nature
power hungry events, and choosing a venue that prioritises green
energy is essential to limiting a
congress’ carbon footprint. The
Austria Center Vienna, a recognised ‘Green Conference Centre’,
has been the home of the ECR
since 1991. Having already prioritised the use of green energy for
several years in order to lessen the
carbon dependence of events held
there, the venue recently installed

a 120 square metre solar array,
which supplies thermal energy
used to heat water in its kitchens
and toilets. Reducing electricity
consumption is also a goal of the
venue, which has implemented
LED lighting throughout its premises to reduce electricity needs.
Encouraging and enabling the
use of public transport by congress
attendees is another means by
which the ECR’s carbon footprint

Only glass drinking vessels are used
at the ECR. A refund is attached
to each bottle to ensure bottle is
returned and recycled.

#ECR2018

can be diminished. Vienna’s splendiferous public transport network
makes getting to and from the congress – located roughly 200 metres
from the Kaisermühlen subway
station – simple no matter where
attendees stay in the city. Accessing the city’s many other delights
via the network is equally stressfree. Information regarding public
transport options, including a link
to the municipal public transport
provider’s (Wiener Linien) online
ticket service, is displayed on the
MyESR website.
Improving waste management
and control processes is an important goal for any green congress.
Reducing the raw amount of waste
produced is just one aspect of this
process, along with recycling where
possible and responsibly managing non-recyclable waste. To reduce
unnecessary waste, the ESR works
with environmentally conscious
caterers who utilise reusable plates,
drinking vessels and cutlery. Further, the amount of printed material used at the congress has been

A trauma patient with multiple fractures underwent a whole-body CT scan. The 3D images clearly depicted the
fractures (yellow arrows) and allowed them to be classified. Images provided by Dr. Thomas Frauenfelder.

reduced by making more materials,
such as the congress’ programme,
easily accessible online. Where
paper is used, it is sourced from sustainably managed forests.
Given the large number of exhibitors present at the ECR, limiting
the raw waste produced by the congress is a collaborative effort. Exhibitors are asked to use only reusable stands and decorations at their
booths and to avoid gifting non-recyclable give-aways to attendees.
Exhibitors are also encouraged to
avoid distributing aluminium cans
or plastic bottles due to the potential for chemical leaks should these
items fail to be recycled.
The ESR continues to search for
and implement new measures to
enhance the green credentials of
our meeting. One way the ESR is
looking to improve is by improving
the sustainability activities central
to the planning of the ECR. This as
well as partnering with more environmentally conscious organisations will lead to even greener ECRs
in the future.

myESR.org
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Among the applications of 3D
imaging are preplanning surgical procedures. In surgical planning, other physicians in the hospital need to use radiological data, so
the data must be suitable for more
than simply your own diagnosis,
van Ooijen pointed out.
With 3D imaging, radiologists can
print 3D models of tissue or bones
that surgeons can hold physically
in their hands to gain additional
insight or to practice upon. Such
models can also be used for anatomical education because they
show a wider variety of pathologies

than students would see in a book,
he said.
Radiologists can create virtual
reality (VR) environments where
surgeons can practice before surgery, while augmented reality (AR)
overlays can give advanced support during the procedure itself.
In addition, radiology is moving
from describing images towards
making measurements, and that
includes measuring in 3D, van Ooijen explained.
Many pitfalls of 3D visualisation
arise from the flexibility and versatility of software packages, he

noted. By providing a wide range of
options for segmentation and visualisation, they can increase the risk
of making mistakes. Furthermore,
the acquired imaging data may not
be right for the application that the
radiologist intends, e.g. where the
settings for a CT scan aren’t appropriate for a subsequent, more comprehensive, 3D work up.
“If you use an automated bone
removal tool for 3D rendering of the
internal carotid artery, it’s easy for
important structures, which should
be there, to be deleted. This can
lead to an incorrect interpretation

Refresher Course: Imaging Informatics
Wednesday, February 28, 08:30–10:00, Room M 2
RC 105 Everything you need to know about 3D post-processing
»»Chairperson’s introduction
E. Sorantin; Graz/AT
»»A. 3D post-processing in 2018
A. Alberich-Bayarri; Valencia/ES
»»B. Making better use of your 3D package: tips and tricks
P.M.A. van Ooijen; Groningen/NL
»»C. Interpretation of 3D processing results:
from image to volume reading
T. Frauenfelder; Zurich/CH
»»Panel discussion: Will we still look at 2D images
in 10 years’ time?

ECR PARTY
Saturday, March 3, 21:30
MarxHalle, Karl-Farkas-Gasse 19, 1030 Vienna

myESR.org

Buy your ticket for only €50
at the registration desk

#ECR2018

er-based software is used through
the entire institute, again to ensure
that workflow is centralised and
time savings are maximised.
For van Ooijen, getting radiologists to adopt visualisation, processing, VR and AR technologies is all
about training. Imaging informatics
and its new technologies should be
an integral part of training to help
people deal with these technologies, but they’re not fully integrated
everywhere, he said. Special training is needed because of the sheer
speed of development of visualisation and processing technologies.
As a board member of the European Society of Medical Imaging
Informatics (EuSoMII), he is trying
to set up a framework on a European level to incorporate new technologies, such as 3D printing and
AR, into radiology training. Within
individual countries, he’s exploring the possibility of both training radiologists in a specific disease
type or body part and giving them
a specialisation in imaging informatics. This, he believes, would help
them employ the new technology
in their department in the most
appropriate way.
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BY SHANE FOLEY

BY MÉLISANDE ROUGER

Radiographers’ sessions
continue to expand at ECR 2018

Curiosity and interest in cutting-edge
techniques should be an impetus
for radiologists, Bonomo says

Shane Foley, PhD, is BSc Radiography
Programme Director at the
University College Dublin, Ireland,
and Co-Chair of the Radiographers
Scientific Subcommittee for ECR 2018.

With ECR being the official annual scientific meeting
for radiographers in Europe of
both the European Federation of
Radiographer Societies (EFRS) and
the European Society of Radiology (ESR), there is once again a
comprehensive radiographers programme. Following a record breaking attendance in 2017, ECR 2018
will mark another increase in the
presence and visibility of radiographers, with additional sessions
added throughout the scientific
programme specifically targeted
at radiographers. This includes
two further Rising Stars sessions,
an additional Special Focus Session, and aided by the innovative
new support programme ‘Shape
your Skills’, two additional scientific sessions and a dedicated
MyT3 (My Thesis in 3 Minutes) session have been added to accommodate the dramatic 37% increase in
radiographer abstract submissions
this year.
Again radiographer sessions are
being hosted in Room K, which
will serve as a hub for radiographers to meet and network during
the congress, with presentations
being simultaneously translated
into French, German, Italian, and
Spanish. This super initiative offers
attendees the ability to listen to presentations in their choice of languages and hopefully improve
engagement, participation and
enjoyment for everyone. Similarly this year, the Radiographers

Lounge will be available again outside Room K as a break out area
and also an important focal spot
for radiographers to meet, relax
and network.
Continuous innovations at ECR
mean a number of new additions
for 2018, starting with the inaugural
Radiographer Awards being presented on Thursday at 11am by the
EFRS and ESR Presidents, which
will recognise winners of the best
scientific paper / poster and student
abstracts. The welcome addition of
a Radiographers social evening
taking place on Friday, with a visit
to a local Viennese vineyard, being
a further opportunity for networking (and fun), while My Thesis in 3
Minutes (MyT3) is a brand new scientific session format being launching at ECR 2018 and will have a dedicated radiographer session (MY17)
for students / young radiographers
to present their thesis results as a
first author, in a dynamic and entertaining session at the dramatic Sky
High Stage (Sunday, March 4, 2018;
08:30–10:00).
The EFRS will again host two
interesting sessions. The first being
a dedicated EFRS Workshop on
‘Making the most of Social Media’
(Saturday, March 3, 14:00–15:30),
which will familiarise attendees
with the potential of social media
as a communication and educational tool for individuals and professional societies alike, while also
allowing active engagement with
patients. The ESR social media
team will also present and give
some insights into key strategies to
effective use of social media to promote the ESR and ECR.
Secondly, the EFRS will once
again host its own ‘EFRS Meets’ session for radiographers, in conjunction with representatives of the
Swiss and Portuguese professional
bodies during the EFRS meets Portugal and Switzerland (Friday,
March 3, 14:00–15:30). We look forward to hearing about the radiography profession in both countries, but also some opportunities
and lessons from which we may all
learn from.
Following the success of last
years’ inaugural Rising Stars programme aimed at radiography students and new graduates, these sessions have been expanded to three,
covering areas of immense inter-

est to new members of the profession; Radiography research: a how
to guide (Friday, March 2, 16:00–
17:30, Room L 8), Radiation protection from A to Z (Saturday, March
3, 08:30–10:00, Room L 8) and Planning your career (Sunday, March
4, 08:30–10:00, Room K). While the
expanding programme inevitably
results in some timetable clashes,
the Special Focus session on
Radiographers’ challenge: informing patients of radiation risks (Friday, March 2, 16:00–17:30, Room K)
and the Professional Challenges
session Closing the gap between
education and clinical practice for
radiographers (Saturday, March
3, 08:30–10:00, Room K) will overlap with two of the Rising Stars
sessions, but will surely generate a
lot of discussion amongst attendees, especially in light of new radiation protection legislation across
Europe.
Don’t forget you can also catch up
with any sessions you missed via ECR
Online – as sessions are all recorded
for both live and later viewing!
The remaining Special Focus session on Radiographers in preclinical imaging research (Friday, March
2, 08:30–10:00, Room K) will certainly garner lots of interest being
an evolving and very specialist field
for radiographers and we are looking forward to the cutting edge
research that will be presented.
There are again five Refresher
Courses for radiographers covering
a diverse range of topics to satisfy
all interests starting with the ever
popular Forensic imaging (Wednesday, Feb 28, 08:30–10:00, Room K),
and later that evening by Maximising outputs from research (16:00–
17:30, Room K). Two further courses
on Thursday will cover the topics
of Successful paediatric imaging
(08:30–10:00, Room K) and Contrast
media in imaging (16:00–17:30, Room
K), while the final refresher course
will be Optimising computed
tomography (Saturday, March 3,
16:00–17:30, Room K). With discipline
experts presenting in each course,
these courses will surely be ‘a must’
for all attendees seeking to update
and refresh their own knowledge
while in Vienna. Remember there
are a range of other Refresher
Courses on offer throughout the
ECR programme covering many
areas of relevance for radiogra-

phers, so do check the Interactive
Programme Planner (ipp.myESR.
org) to find your favourite.
With the record number of
abstract submissions this year, the
scientific sessions are again packed
with interesting and varied research
topics, with the quality being so
high that additional sessions were
arranged to facilitate. Abstracts
have been arranged mostly according to modality to cater for those
with specific interests, with sessions
on mammography, MRI, radiography, CT and ultrasound, although
a couple of mixed sessions are also
on offer, with the sessions on balancing dose and image quality and
quality improvement in radiography featuring a mixture of topics.
A dedicated session on radiography education (Saturday, March 3,
10:30–12:00) will appeal to all attending academics as well as those with
an interest in training and education, while the final scientific session on professional issues in radiography although taking place on

the final day of the conference will
certainly capture the attention of
all attending radiographers, with its
variety of stimulating and important topics!
Finally there are plenty of other
sessions throughout the congress
with either radiographer involvement or interest, in particular
during the EuroSafe imaging sessions which will interest many, such
as ‘Strategies for dose reduction in
CT’ (EU2) and ‘Clinical Diagnostic Reference Levels’ (EU3), while a
number of the new ‘Coffee and Talk’
sessions will be attractive for more
than just the free coffee on offer:
‘The right test the first time: clinical decision support systems’ (C4)
and ‘Radiation protection in fluoroscopy guided interventions’ (C8),
so be sure to sample the entirety of
the amazing schedule on offer this
week.
On behalf of the ECR 2018 Radiographers Scientific Subcommittee
and the EFRS, we hope you have an
enjoyable and rewarding meeting.

The Italian radiologist and former ESR President Professor Lorenzo Bonomo, who will
receive the Gold Medal of the ESR at ECR 2018, explains how artificial intelligence will
impact radiology, and why it would make sense to fuse nuclear medicine and radiology
into one common discipline.

Refresher Courses: Radiographers
Wednesday, February 28, 08:30–10:00, Room K
RC 114 Forensic imaging

Prof. Lorenzo Bonomo from Rome,
who was ESR President in 2014/2015,
will receive the ESR Gold Medal
during this year’s congress.

»»Chairpersons’ introduction
J. McNulty; Dublin/IE
R.R. van Rijn; Amsterdam/NL
»»A. Disaster victim identification
J. Kroll; Maastricht/NL
»»B. The role of CT angiography in forensic imaging
A. Dominguez; Lausanne/CH
»»C. The importance of the radiographer’s role
in forensic imaging
A.L. Brookes; London/UK
»»Panel discussion: Developing a service/getting involved in
forensic imaging

Wednesday, February 28, 16:00–17:30, Room K
RC 414 Maximising outputs from research
»»Chairpersons’ introduction
F. Zarb; Msida/MT
M. Raissaki; Iraklion/GR
»»A. Designing robust research projects
L.A. Rainford; Dublin/IE
»»B. Collaborating across Europe
G. Paulo; Coimbra/PT

Prof. Lorenzo Bonomo can look
back on more than a few milestones
in his career. The positive Italian
has maintained a relaxed, down
to earth attitude which has been
greatly appreciated by those who
have crossed his path.
As he recalls, he wasn’t always
going to be a radiologist. Back in
1970, Prof. Bonomo was a medical
student with no special interest in
imaging. Not until a thesis on the
role of chest radiography in patients
with chronic renal failure sparked
his interest. “I’ve never once regretted my choice, especially because
of the technological developments
and new clinical applications that
lie ahead with the advance of information technology,” he said.
The chest has remained his area
of interest, which has led him
to explore the potential of x-ray

and especially CT, “a real revolution that has changed the role
of radiology in clinical practice,”
Bonomo recalled.
Of late he has been witnessing
continued development of imaging technologies such as the new
applications of informatics and the
role of imaging in the field of precision medicine. He also acquired a
familiarity with radiomics when he
started coordinating one of Italy’s
lung cancer screening programmes
in 2013. “Radiomics is very promising in this field,” he said.
Even though he retired from medical practice in November 2016, he
still works closely with the Gemelli
Hospital in Rome, the teaching hospital for the Catholic University of
the Sacred Heart, where he served
as professor and chairman of the
department of radiological sciences
for 13 years.
Most importantly, he still looks to
the future, particularly with respect
to the development of artificial
intelligence, which he sees as “one
of the most important challenges
that medicine will have to face in
the years to come.”
“Computers are already, and will
be increasingly capable of handling
many tasks that are currently performed by radiologists, and will
provide quantitative imaging and
biomarkers measures on structured reports for review by radiologists. Experts in the field believe
that within the next 15 to 20 years,
deep-learning algorithms will be
able to produce reports for most
diagnostic imaging studies,” he said.
This development should not be
seen as a threat to the radiologist’s

role in healthcare, Prof. Bonomo
insisted: “Dr. Bradley Erickson from
the Mayo Clinic, an expert in the
field, recently said: ‘Telescopes can
see things that astronomers can’t
see, but that doesn’t mean telescopes are replacing astronomers,
they are tools for astronomers.’ In
the same way, deep-learning algorithms will be tools for radiologists, who need to be prepared for
these changes.”
In the future radiologists will
need to use equipment that can
reduce imaging times and, wherever possible, radiation dose, and
improve spatial resolution.
The widespread use of hybrid
imaging, and specifically PET/MRI,
also requires a radical change in
the training of future imaging specialists, according to Prof. Bonomo:
“In ten years’ time, will we still have
two separate disciplines such as
radiology and nuclear medicine, or
a combined discipline of diagnostic
imaging? Personally, I would be in
favour of one single discipline, but
I’m afraid that interests sometimes
delay the most logical and innovative solutions.”
There are challenges ahead in
new fields such as functional, biological and genetics-related imaging, especially given the expansion in image-guided interventions.
Therefore, medical students should
receive information about cutting-edge radiological techniques
and how they can lead to new diagnostic pathways and improve existing workflows, he believes.
His message to the new generation is to remain curious. “Feed your
interest! Explore new paths, also

»»C. Winning research grants
C. Malamateniou; London/UK
»»Panel discussion: How to avoid strategic mistakes in research?
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those which seem the most difficult
to pursue. Try to be as competent
and up-to-date a clinical radiologist as possible. This is the only way
you will be able to be valuable consultants for our clinical colleagues
and specialists helping in patient
management, provide more precise
diagnosis and make accurate therapeutic decisions,” he said.
Medical students should take
every opportunity they have to
study or work abroad, and the
ESR can play an important role in
this. “Thanks to the support of scientific organisations such as the

A

C

ESR, young people can benefit
from grants which allow them to
have educational and professional
experiences in different countries.
The European School of Radiology
(ESOR) promotes the training of
young people through many activities. I hope the ESR will continue
to invest in the education of young
radiologists because by doing so,
we are investing in the future of
our discipline. And international
congresses such as ECR represent
a chance to develop friendships
and renew existing relationships,”
explained Prof. Bonomo.

B

D

Radiomics: tumour heterogeneity and
quantitative imaging features extraction
Contrast-enhanced CT scans show a non-small cell lung cancer (A) in the
left upper lobe and the corresponding colour-coded attenuation map (B):
clustering pixels based on their attenuation identifies sub-regions within
the tumour. Radiomics begins with acquisition of high-quality images, after
which a ROI can be identified and eventually rendered in three dimensions
(C). Quantitative imaging features are extracted using different approaches,
often with a preliminary filtration step which highlights features of different
sizes, reducing imaging noise (D). Images provided by Prof. Lorenzo Bonomo.
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BY FRANCES RYLANDS-MONK

Waking the dead: forensic
imaging requires different
mindset to clinical work
To document vascular lesions linked with possible cause of death, radiologists will need
to get familiar with the specific questions that the pathologist wants answered. While
multi-phase post-mortem CT angiography is a simple, fast and reliable technique that the
radiographer can perform in around 30 minutes, the specific signs associated with motor
vehicle accidents, homicides, cardiopathies and medical liabilities are numerous and subtle.
Radiographers, too, will need to step outside their comfort zone, delegates will hear at
today’s session on forensic imaging.

Arterial phase: results after injection
into arteries, with a leakage of
contrast media in the pelvis and with
presence of a haemorrhage in the
right side of the abdomen (blue).

Venous phase: major haemorrhage in
the abdomen wall (shown in violet).

Circulation phase: presence of an
additional haemorrhage in the right
pleural space (shown in violet).
All images provided by Alexandre
Dominguez, CURML & HESAV.

Experts in the field will reveal that
demand for – and interest in – this
specialisation is increasing. Professionals should become familiar with
the type of findings likely to interest
the forensic pathologist and optimal
techniques to achieve specific visualisation. Key to this collaboration
is interdisciplinary teamwork.
“The focus of the forensic pathologist is not always the same as that
of the clinical radiologist,” Alexandre Dominguez, technical manager
of the anthropological and forensic
imaging unit at the University Centre of Legal Medicine (CURML) in
Lausanne and Geneva, Switzerland,
told ECR Today. “Small lesions that
have no importance in clinical work
are of the utmost importance for
forensic questions as they can give
useful information about the mechanism of a trauma. Conversely, the
radiologist may describe degenerative changes, which are less useful
for the forensic pathologist.”
With this in mind, the CURML
and the School of Health Sciences
(HESAV) in the Swiss canton of

Vaud together have established
a multidisciplinary team with
forensic pathologists, radiologists
and radiographers.
The main advantage of multi-phase post-mortem CT angiography is the visualisation of the arterial and venous system before the
autopsy. This depiction can help the
pathologist guide and optimise the
procedure. Reconstructed images
allow visualisation of lesions in
two and three dimensions, making
them understandable to prosecutors, police officers and lawyers.
However, there are also tricky
areas
for
the
radiographer,
Dominguez noted; for instance, the
cannulation of the femoral vessels
is one of the biggest challenges for
the radiographer who is required to
use a scalpel and perform a medical
act. This step requires time to perform properly, and a period of training and practice on several cases
before cannulation can be achieved.
“Dissection of the vascular wall
or wrong placement of the cannula
must be avoided,” he warned.

At today’s session, Amy-Lee
Brookes, MSc, diagnostic and forensic radiographer at Great Ormond
Street Hospital in London, will be
highlighting how forensic imaging
not only embraces post-mortem
examinations but also the imaging
of individuals where images may
be used as evidence in a court of
law. Having knowledge of forensic imaging prior to practising is
essential not only for radiologists
but also radiographers involved in
this scenario.
“One of the major pitfalls in
forensic imaging for radiographers
is lack of training, from a medico-legal, technical and psychological aspect,” she noted. “Those who
practise forensic imaging without
the correct training expose themselves to the legal consequences of
mishandling evidence. Additionally, imaging can be done incorrectly, particularly in cases where
inexperienced radiographers have
no knowledge of working with
rigor mortis, decomposed or skeletal remains.”

myESR.org

#ECR2018

A lack of knowledge can result
in sub-standard imaging, particularly where digital x-ray is used as
opposed to CT, she added.
Brookes pointed to the psychological impact that might occur when
radiographers involved in forensic
imaging are exposed to harrowing
situations, such as working with
abused children or in disaster victim
identification (DVI) processes after
mass fatality incidents. Without
prior training or experience, individuals may incur an increased risk
of developing post-traumatic stress
disorder, but maintaining strategies
and strict training regimes helps to
minimise this risk.
Training in forensic imaging can
be acquired via several routes. Most
radiographers will be involved in
forensic imaging at a minor level,
such as undertaking skeletal surveys for suspected physical abuse,
but they will not be specialised in
forensic radiography, she noted.
These radiographers are usually
trained within their own hospital
following set national guidelines.
“Specialised forensic radiographers generally attain postgraduate
qualifications in a forensic field and
often participate in research. It is
not practicable for all radiographers
undertaking routine forensic imaging to gain postgraduate qualifications, although this will remain the

gold standard for a practising forensic radiographer,” she said.
In the U.K., radiographers can
refer to best practice guidelines for
clinical forensic radiography. Most
recently a joint guidance document
on the radiological investigation of
suspected physical abuse in children was produced by the Royal
College of Radiologists and the
Society and College of Radiographers, and endorsed by the Royal
College of Paediatrics and Child
Health. This document has greatly
influenced daily forensic practice in
clinical departments.
Focusing on DVI imaging, Jeroen
Kroll, radiographer in the department
of forensic radiology at Maastricht
University Medical Centre in the
Netherlands, will reveal the future
opportunities and challenges that
imaging staff will face. He plans to
highlight how imaging will allow for
complete documentation of victims
without opening body bags, with
data made available to all experts
involved in an official DVI. However,
he warned that erroneous collection
of evidence or information might prevent it from being used in the process,
just as incorrect handling of forensic
evidence might prevent it being used
in criminal investigations. He underlined that Interpol regulations had to
be followed at all times by dedicated
radiology response and DVI teams.

Refresher Course: Radiographers
Wednesday, February 28, 08:30–10:00, Room K
RC 114 Forensic imaging
»»Chairpersons’ introduction
J. McNulty; Dublin/IE
R.R. van Rijn; Amsterdam/NL
»»A. Disaster victim identification
J. Kroll; Maastricht/NL
»»B. The role of CT angiography in forensic imaging
A. Dominguez; Lausanne/CH
»»C. The importance of the radiographer’s role
in forensic imaging
A.L. Brookes; London/UK
»»Panel discussion: Developing a service/getting involved
in forensic imaging
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Imaging after terror:
a light in the dark

Radiologists possess skills and
knowledge to take the lead
on hepatocellular carcinoma

Terror violence is causing the largest migration flow Europe has ever experienced and
is having a profound impact on society. Healthcare professionals have to deal with new,
challenging situations in which they increasingly rely on imaging. A panel of experts
will highlight the radiologist’s role in the aftermath of terror and call for international
cooperation today in a dedicated Professional Challenges session at ECR.
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(A) CT scan shows left medial
clavicular methaphysis;
(B) left hand x-ray: <18 years old.

(A) CT scan shows bilateral medial
clavicular methaphysis: Schmeling
score II; (B) left hand x-ray score:
adult. Images provided by
Dr. Giuseppe Lo Re.

War and terror are pushing
people away from their homes
in unprecedented numbers. Millions head for Europe in the hope
of a safe sanctuary, but under
current legislation, most will be
sent back regardless of the dangers expecting them at home. The
EU is becoming a beacon of light
only for the most vulnerable of
all: children.
In Italy, a key entry point for
migrants coming from Africa and
the Middle East, medico-legal
teams have the hard task of identifying minors, notably to guarantee
their safety while they are waiting
for their case to be processed. Dr.
Giuseppe Lo Re, a forensic radiologist from Palermo University
who will speak during the session,
explained how important it is to
identify the youngest properly.
“A lot of people who arrive say
they are under 18 to be allowed to
stay. We must also be able to protect minors and separate them
from adults while they are on
our soil. So we need solid, reliable

information to help us determine
people’s age,” he said.
A medical examination followed
by clinical interrogation is usually
the first step of the process. This is
not a difficult task for people coming from Europe and the USA, as
doctors already have an age table
they can use. However there is no
such tool for people from Africa.
Combined with the fact that
most Sub-Saharan migrants are
not able to provide ID, identification can prove quite tricky in this
population.
Age determination
This is where imaging comes into
play, by letting the bones speak.
“When the traditional examination
does not bring enough information,
we perform an x-ray scan of the left
hand, and sometimes a dental x-ray
examination as well. And when we
really can’t establish the age of the
person, we carry out a CT scan of
the clavicle,” said Lo Re, who is leading the examinations together with
coroner Antonina Argo at their
institution in Palermo.

Bones
scintillate
differently
depending on age and imaging
findings between ethnic groups
are different. This is because sun
radiation slows down bone growth.
While people from Europe have
fully grown bones by the age of 18,
people from Sub Sahara reach complete ossification between 18 and
20. A clavicle CT scan is then the
only option to determine how old
the person really is – but it should
be avoided as much as possible,
Lo Re insisted.
“Clavicle CT is a more complete
examination and a pretty good indication, but it comes with a high dose
of radiation and it’s expensive – 100
euros compared with 25 for an x-ray
scan. We are not sure we should use
CT in such young people. We must
weigh the pros and cons, and only
perform CT in case we have serious
doubt,” he recommended.
Following this principle, he and
his team have been able to determine the age of more than half of
100 survivors who shipwrecked in
southern Italy in 2017. This is the
first time a study this size has been
carried out in Sub-Saharan people, and Lo Re’s pioneering work
has received the support of Milan
University and Vilnius University
in Lithuania.
This is far from being enough in
terms of international cooperation,
Lo Re explained, as he would need
more knowledge and expertise to
carry on properly with the work.
“Illegal migration is a European
issue, but an Italian problem! We
would very much welcome cooperation from universities and institutions to share information and
knowledge across Europe. We don’t
want to be alone in this field.”
Lo Re is an experienced forensic
radiologist and has already led massive identification investigations.
His work on identifying over 700
shipwrecked victims in the Mediterranean in 2015 attracted media
attention at ECR 2017, and he is
currently preparing a paper on the
topic for scientific journals.
In spite of the good results he and
his team obtained – over 300 people
have been identified and another
200 are expected to be – and the
peace of mind of being able to put
a name on a victim, Lo Re says he
will not repeat the experience. “We
will never do this type of big operation again. We just had one CT
scanner to identify all the corpses,
and it was really too expensive.

We were pretty much alone in this
too, as only the Italian government
funded the investigation,” he said.
Dealing with mass casualties
In November 2015, France was
the theatre of its worst terror
attacks since World War II, as 137
people lost their lives and 413 other
were injured in Paris. A few months
later, on Bastille Day, another
attack killed 86 and injured hundreds in Nice.
Multiple mass-casualty terrorist
attacks have become a reality that
emergency departments must learn
to deal with, according to Professor
Philippe Grenier, chairman of the
Medical Board of La Pitié Hospital,
a major polytrauma centre that
treated 50 severely injured persons
in the Paris attack. Grenier, who will
speak during the session, remembers how the attack took everyone
by surprise.
“That night and the following
days, we saw mass casualties pour
in and we had to react very quickly.
However we were not really prepared. No one had anticipated such
an attack,” he said.
Emergency medical services have
traditionally been more prepared
to respond to natural or technological catastrophes rather than mass
casualties after a terrorist attack,
particularly those carried out with
war weapons.
What the staff lacked in experience, they made up for in mobilisation, Grenier said. “14 operating
rooms were opened at the same
time and two radiologists were in
the emergency department to perform ultrasound to detect potential
haemothorax or bleeding in the
belly; in which case casualties were

redirected straight to surgery. The
rest of the casualties underwent
whole-body CT examination, to
detect any additional injuries and
evaluate ballistic trajectory,” he said.
With all their efforts, the emergency team could save all 50 casualties. But what the team did not
anticipate was the psychological
impact of the attack, not only on
the victims and their families, but
also on staff. “We had to set up a
psychiatric cell weeks after the
event. This outcome shouldn’t be
underestimated,” Grenier said.
Identifying the victims that
night proved very challenging for
unprepared staff. “Casualties came
in with a bracelet the rescue team
had given them, but it did not
match our hospital database. We
have learned from this experience.
Now everything is planned in our
registry and it’s part of the anti-terror plan,” he said.
After the attacks, the French
Military Medical Service transferred their expertise into the civilian setting. Mobile intensive care
units from the Service d’Aide Médicale d’Urgence (SAMU; the French
civil
pre-hospital
emergency
medical service) and first aid fire
brigade units have since been
equipped accordingly.
The French authorities and emergency medical services have also
organised the teaching of civilian
surgeons, anaesthesiologists and
emergency physicians by their
military colleagues about damage
control resuscitation and surgery,
triage, and care under fire. Medical
staff can take an online course on
demand through the digital platform of the French Military Health.

Professional Challenges Session

Radiologists should lead the development of new standards for CT and MR imaging
of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), and they are well placed to take the initiative on
drafting and adopting a single set of guidelines worldwide. That’s the recommendation
of Prof. Claude Sirlin, professor of radiology at the University of California, San Diego,
a speaker at today’s Special Focus Session.

LI-RADS assigns diagnostic categories that reflect relative probability of
benignity or malignancy. Figure provided by Prof. Claude Sirlin.

“Only radiologists are fully qualified to create criteria for imaging,”
he told ECR Today, adding that
non-radiologists developing guidelines to diagnose HCC is inappropriate and may lead to problems.
“Rather than drafting radiology criteria, non-radiologists should participate in the effort by providing
feedback and clinical perspective.”
Non-radiologists may be well
intentioned and be familiar with
the public literature, but they don’t
have the required imaging expertise, he added.
Sirlin explained that HCC is unique
among human malignancies because
it can be diagnosed non-invasively
(by CT, MRI or contrast-enhanced
ultrasound) without requiring a
biopsy. Treatments as drastic as liver
transplantation can be done without
a biopsy confirmation, he said.
Misdiagnosis can have devastating consequences for patients, par-

Wednesday, February 28, 16:00–17:30, Room E2
PC 4 Mass casualties

ticularly those on the liver transplant waiting list who may miss out
on a donated organ, said Sirlin, who
emphasises that stringent imaging
criteria is essential in HCC screening to avoid false positives.
At least 25 different groups have
developed their own HCC diagnostic criteria, most are by non-radiology organisations telling radiologists how to make a diagnosis.
However, LI-RADS (Liver Imaging
Reporting and Data System) has
been developed primarily by radiologists but with input from non-radiologists. At today’s session, Sirlin
will explain why LI-RADS is the
leading system for imaging adults
with cirrhosis or other risk factors
for developing liver disease.
The system also offers standardised terminology for clinical care,
research and education. Radiologists struggle to learn about complex issues, such as liver cancer

imaging, when the terminology is
ambiguous or inconsistent, while
academic research using ambiguous terminology is insufficiently
granular to inform clinical practice,
he continued.
“Thousands of papers have
been written on HCC, but most
of them were unusable when put
into LI-RADS because they’re too
ambiguous and it’s not clear what
the authors meant,” Sirlin said. “The
standardisation of language, which
might sound uninteresting, is crucial to scientific progress.”
LI-RADS was originally developed between 2006 and 2008 in the
U.S. at two universities, Thomas
Jefferson in Pennsylvania and the
University of California. After further refinement and testing by the
American College of Radiology, the
system was re-released in 2011, and
then updated in 2013, 2014 and 2017.
“The fact that LI-RADS was developed by radiologists for radiologists,
with standing committees that can
respond to emerging evidence, gives
it a very powerful strength that no
other system can match,” he commented, noting that LI-RADs has
250 contributors from 30 countries
in five continents and from multiple specialities, including liver surgery, pathology and data science.
“No other radiologist system right
now has so many contributors from
so many disciplines, countries and
continents.”
Sirlin wants LI-RADS to be
adopted as the worldwide system
of guidelines for HCC reporting
and data collection, although he

»»Mass casualty incidents: the London framework for planning
S. Vaidya; London/UK
»»Lesson learned from the Paris attacks
P.A. Grenier; Paris/FR
»»Postmortem imaging of migrant victims drowned in the
Mediterranean Sea
G. Lo Re; Palermo/IT

recommend the use of imaging to
make an HCC diagnosis, even for
lesions under 1cm. They also promote the use of hepatobiliary MR
contrast agents to increase the sensitivity to detect liver nodules in cirrhotic patients – in contrast to North
American and European guidelines.
Today Vilgrain also intends to
address new guidelines for HCC
diagnosis from the European Association for the Study of the Liver
(EASL), which should be released
in April. These guidelines cover
everything from screening to
diagnosis. Among the potential
recommendations are that radiologists move to a second imaging
technique, such as CT, MRI or contrast-enhanced ultrasound, if the
first fails to confirm a diagnosis
of HCC.

Special Focus Session
Wednesday, February 28, 08:30–10:00, Room E1
SF 1 Hepatocellular carcinoma: diagnosis,
staging and current guidelines
»»Chairperson’s introduction
G. Brancatelli; Palermo/IT
»»Screening for HCC, American, Asian and European guidelines:
why are they different?
V. Vilgrain; Clichy/FR
»»Diagnosis of HCC, LI-RADS 2017: why we need it?
C.B. Sirlin; San Diego, CA/US
»»Atypical appearance of HCC and mimics: how to solve the
challenging cases
J.M. Lee; Seoul/KR
»»Panel discussion: At the plateau of the learning curve:
how do experts reason?

STRAIGHT FROM THE RESEARCH CENTRE …
… TO THE WORLD’S MOST INNOVATIVE IMAGING MEETING

»»High-end CT imaging in forensic medicine: experience after
recent Brussels terror attacks
W. Develter; Leuven/BE
»»Panel discussion: How to be prepared accordingly?

myESR.org

acknowledges that it needs to be
tailored for individual or regional
clinical practice.
At the same session, Prof. Valérie
Vilgrain, professor of radiology
at the Université Paris Diderot
(Paris 7), plans to address how HCC
screening and diagnostic guidelines
differ between Asia and Europe/U.S.
HCC guidelines vary between
east and west due to several factors,
she said. HCC is more prevalent
in Asia as it’s related to Hepatitis
B infection. This means that HCC
screening in Japan – for example
– is even more important than in
Europe and the U.S. Moreover, radiologists in Asia might see HCC in a
hepatitis B patient in the absence of
advanced liver disease.
As a result, Vilgrain explains, the
guidelines in some Asian countries

CLINICAL TRIALS
IN RADIOLOGY

»»Chairperson’s introduction
M. Scaglione; Castel Volturno/IT

Watch and listen to the results
at the SKY HIGH STAGE
Wednesday to Friday
10:30 – 12:00

#ECR2018
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BY MÉLISANDE ROUGER

Long-term safety issues linger
over gadolinium-based contrast
agents for MRI

Menu and colleagues share recipes
for failure as department chair and
strategies for prevention

Conclusive research into the safety profile of gadolinium-based contrast agents for
MRI could take about a decade to emerge because of the huge difficulties of obtaining
enough valuable and objective data. In the meantime, radiologists will be dependent on
newly released guidelines from the world’s health watchdogs and other reports, ECR 2018
delegates will learn at today’s Special Focus Session.

Communication is mandatory to run a radiology department, but miscommunication
is a reality that heads of department must be ready to deal with in their daily routine.
A panel of experts will explain how to turn adverse events into opportunities and share
management tips and tricks during the Coffee & Talk open forum today at 2 pm.

Unenhanced axial T1-weighted images through the level of the dentate
nucleus in patients having 14 prior injections of gadopentetate dimeglumine
(Magnevist, top left image), 9 prior injections of gadobenate dimeglumine
(Multihance, top right), 6 prior injections of gadobutrol (Gadovist, bottom
left), and 10 prior injections of gadoterate meglumine (Dotarem, bottom
right). Hyperintensity of the dentate nucleus (arrows) is seen as a residual
after multiple injections of the linear agents gadopentetate dimeglumine and
gadobenate dimeglumine (top images), but not after the macrocyclic agents
gadobutrol and gadoterate meglumine (bottom images). Baseline images
obtained before any contrast administrations (not shown) were normal in all
four patients.
Images provided by Dr. Alexander Radbruch, head of neuro-oncologic
imaging, University Hospital Heidelberg, Germany, published in Runge V.
(2017), Investigative Radiology, Vol. 52, No. 6, p. 317-323.

“Our knowledge and beliefs
about MRI as a completely safe
imaging modality have been contested,” said Dr. Cyprian Olchowy,
radiologist at Wroclaw Medical
University, Poland, highlighting
concerns over the discovery that
gadolinium deposits in the brain
and body. “We now know that deposition is a fact … [but] it is not known
whether gadolinium deposits exert
any harmful effect, or the effect
cannot be detected due to the lack
of diagnostic methods or the lack of
knowledge about the type of damage. Long-term consequences are
also unknown.”
Gadolinium is a toxic heavy metal
not normally found in the body, but

when chelated to reduce toxicity, it
becomes a powerful contrast agent
for MRI scans and has improved
the imaging of body organs and tissues. It has been used successfully
for many years, but over the past
decade has been linked to nephrogenic systemic fibrosis (NSF), which
involves the thickening and scarring of skin and internal organs.
Also, some gadolinium-based contrast agents (GBCAs) have been
found to undergo dechelation,
resulting in gadolinium deposits in
the brain and other body tissue.
Olchowy, who will be speaking in
today’s session on assessing brain
tissue damage caused by gadolinium deposition, said there was still

a question mark over the possible
clinical implications of deposition.
While large clinical studies did
not report any evidence of toxic
side effects of gadolinium compounds, he said there were online
support groups where patients
exposed to gadolinium gave anecdotal accounts of symptoms associated with areas of the body, including bones, joints and skin, where
gadolinium deposits to a greater
degree, as well as symptoms like
‘cloudy mind’ and neuropathy. But,
he added, this was not something
that can be simply answered.
News of gadolinium deposition
shook the imaging community, leading to controversy and severe pressure on regulatory agencies to provide guidelines on use. In 2017, both
the European Medicines Agency
(EMA) and the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) published
their conclusions, which should
help provide greater clarity for radiologists in light of a current lack of
substantive and long-term research
and data on gadolinium’s safety.
The EMA, after a scientific review
of the deposition of gadolinium contrast agents in the brain and other
tissues, moved to “restrict the use of
some linear gadolinium agents used
in MRI body scans and suspend the
authorisations of others”, while the
FDA, based on “no evidence to date”
of adverse health effects, decided
that “restricting GBCA use is not
warranted at this time”. The EMA
recommended restrictions of use
on the ionic linear agents Magnevist, which can now only be used in
the intra-articular imaging of joints,
and MultiHance, which is now only
restricted for use in liver scans. Full
suspensions are now in place for
the non-ionic linear agents Omniscan and Optimark.
Meanwhile, Primovist, an ionic
linear agent only approved for
liver imaging, and the macrocyclic
agents Dotarem/Artirem, Gadovist
and ProHance, can continue to be
used in their current indications,
but in the lowest possible doses.
Evidence suggests linear agents
cause a greater retention of gadolinium in the brain compared with
the macrocyclic agents.

Prof. Val Runge, professor of radiology and physician at Bern University Hospital in Switzerland, who
will address the regulatory conclusions in today’s session, was one of
a group of international radiology
experts that the EMA consulted
with before coming to its final opinion. Ahead of the congress, he told
ECR Today that the EMA did its
‘due diligence’ in obtaining expert
opinion and its conclusions were
grounded in patient safety while
taking into account the importance
of these agents in imaging.
“This decision was made on the
basis of patient safety and will not
affect how radiologists do MRI
exams today,” he said. “The decision is outlined in such a way that
this does not restrict the ability
to obtain the appropriate exam
because the EMA has been very
careful that all indications and
use are covered for the necessary
exams. This EMA decision provides
clarity to radiologists.”
Olchowy noted that the EMA
decision was significant as it
warned about the risk of GBCAs
while also indicating how to use
them safely, as well as highlighting
the importance of contrast agents
for diagnostic purposes.
“Radiologists are the eyes of
modern medicine. And also, we are
under a moral, professional and
legal obligation to use those eyes
safely,” he said. “Let’s not forget that

contrast-enhanced MR imaging has
helped to successfully diagnose and
then save the lives of thousands of
patients. True, there are some concerns about safety right now, but
still, there are plenty of clinical situations when contrast media will
always be needed.”
That said, however, he also
pointed out that there were some
concerns contrast-enhanced imaging was potentially being used in
some cases where it wasn’t always
necessary, and he called for more
research into gadolinium use in
patients with the longest life-expectancy, namely children. Now is
a salient time to discuss new findings and regulatory decisions, all of
which would be covered in today’s
session, he added.
The product suspensions and
restrictions in Europe have the
potential to be lifted if the manufacturers can modify the products to
reduce gadolinium retention in tissues or can identify a patient group
where the benefits outweigh the
possible risks of brain deposition.
According to the EMA, there is
currently no evidence that gadolinium deposition in the brain
has caused any harm to patients
but its decision to restrict some
agents was “in order to prevent
any risks that could potentially
be associated with gadolinium
brain deposition”.

Special Focus Session
Wednesday, February 28, 16:00–17:30, Room G
SF 4 Gadolinium deposition: is it harmful?
»»Chairperson’s introduction
P.M. Parizel; Antwerp/BE
»»Gadolinium deposition in the brain: from preclinical studies
to clinical implications
R.J. McDonald; Rochester, MN/US
»»Assessing tissue integrity in the presence of gadolinium
deposition in the brain
C. Olchowy; Wroclaw/PL
»»Clinical recommendations in consideration of the EMA’s
pharmacovigilance and risk assessment committee
recommendation for suspension of linear agents
V. Runge; Berne/CH

Prof. Yves Menu, who will chair
today’s Coffee & Talk session, is
Professor of Radiology at the Saint
Antoine Hospital and University
Pierre & Marie Curie, Paris, and
editor-in-chief of European Radiology.

How to fail at being department
chair? With this provocative question, Prof. Yves Menu, chairman
of the department of radiology
at Saint Antoine Hospital, Pierre
& Marie Curie University in Paris
hopes to spark a productive debate
in the session he will moderate.
“Becoming a department chair is
not an easy task, and people often
misjudge managers,” he explained.
Heads of department should
keep in mind that communication
is key in their function and accept
that miscommunication is a real-

you need to show you’re better at
managing. “Our only additional
experience is management. We must
encourage our heads of unit to share
their ideas on how they should run
their unit – and then make them
question these ideas.”
Subspecialties within the same
department do not usually share the
same interests and their proposals
can potentially harm the common
good. The key to maintaining balance is to remember that the patient
needs multidisciplinary work, and
that every organ subspecialty needs
the other for the patient to get better.
Maintaining a good relationship
with other clinicians can be a complicated exercise and is another key
aspect of the head of department’s
role. Radiologists have long had
the same experience: their service
is treated as a commodity by the
other clinical specialties. “Doctors
are only interested in themselves
and they have long considered
the radiology department as an
intermediary. However, things are
changing and our colleagues are
increasingly acknowledging radiology’s added value. They know
they need us, and proof of that is
that very often they will not have a
multidisciplinary meeting without
us,” he said.

Nevertheless, heads of department must continue to improve radiologists’ visibility in the healthcare
team. One solution is to subtly make
the other specialists understand
that they need radiologists. Another
strategy is to explain to other clinicians that what they are asking is
not possible given the budget allocated to radiology equipment.
“This argument usually wins
them over and helps us fine tune
our cooperation. Our colleagues
understand when we say we cannot do these kinds of examinations

without the appropriate scanner, or
that we have to triage examination
requests. Once we understand each
other, we can work together and
negotiate,” Menu said.
Throughout his career, Menu
has noticed that communication between medical disciplines
has improved and that solidarity
within the same department helps
in time of crisis with other specialists. “The radiology department
must be united to face up to these
challenges. Once we are united, we
can’t be defeated,” he concluded.

Coffee & Talk Session
Wednesday, February 28, 14:00–15:00, Coffee & Talk
C 2 The best recipes for failing as a department chair
»»Chairperson’s introduction
Y. Menu; Paris/FR
»»How to carefully select the wrong words for lousy
communication
J.M.L. Bosmans; Ghent/BE
»»How to fail at managing imaging subspecialists
K. Nikolaou; Tübingen/DE
»»How to securely make enemies within your clinical
environment
R. Manfredi; Rome/IT
»»Open forum discussion: You know what:
I am happy to be a chairman

BY MÉLISANDE ROUGER

ECR launches new format to
boost interactivity and networking
Value-based imaging, clinical audits, and radiation protection are all important topics for
radiology practice, although they may not be the reason most delegates come to the ECR.
These issues are nonetheless a great opportunity for radiologists to exchange and network
across and beyond Europe, ESR President Prof. Bernd Hamm explained as he launches a
new, informal type of gathering at the ECR: the Coffee & Talk open forum.

»»Panel discussion: Strategies for the future
An open forum is an ideal
opportunity to generate attention
for topics that could highly benefit from input from the audience,
according to Prof. Bernd Hamm,
who is medical director and director of the institute of radiology
at Charité University Hospital
in Berlin.
“The idea came up during a
Programme Planning Committee

#ECR2018

ity. “Communication is the mother
of everything. Much of what we
say gets lost in translation. It’s a
common mistake to assume people
have understood our message. Very
often, they haven’t. We must make
sure the message has been properly
received,” said Menu, who recommends writing down instructions
together with staff representatives
and having people reformulate
what has been said.
Content is essential and it’s better to talk about what staff are
interested in rather than your
own personal interests, and to take
in suggestions from colleagues.
Department heads should also
beware sharing too much information. “Too much communication
kills communication,” Menu said.
To keep spirits up, communication
should not just come down from the
top, but rather bottom up. Therefore,
the discussions will also tackle imaging subspecialists’ management,
which is far from easy. “When you’re
the boss, you’re surrounded by people who know far more than you on
dedicated topics. For instance, my
deputy knows far more about neuroradiology than I do!” Menu said.
So how do you stand your ground
in front of highly skilled people?
There’s only one way in Menu’s view:
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meeting, when we discussed EuroSafe Imaging sessions. The talks
were all presented in the usual
way, which did not prove to be the
most appropriate format. Having
people come in, take a chair or
sitting cube and join and participate in the discussions in an open
space and much more relaxed
atmosphere will be more dynamic
and spark more interest,” he said.

The stylish EuroSafe Imaging
Lounge on the first level will host
the Coffee & Talk open forum, in
which participants will be invited
to contribute actively and directly
to discussions around not only
EuroSafe Imaging, radiation protection, and value-based imaging,
but also on how to build an imaging biobank; management tips for
not failing as a department chair;

#ECR2018

challenges to overcome in clinical
decision support; undergraduate
radiology teaching; and auditing,
with a presentation of the ESR
audit pilot project.
The sessions are open to everybody; students, residents and experienced radiologists are all invited to
share their views on all these issues.
“This will be a unique opportunity for all radiologists to meet

their colleagues and network,
especially for the younger ones.
For the ESR it’s really a priority to
educate future radiologists, and
give them all the career development opportunities it can,” Prof.
Hamm said.
Make sure to pick up the separate leaflet on the Coffee & Talk
Sessions to learn about the details of
the programme.
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Experts to provide update on
coronary imaging and treatment

IR is immensely well suited
to paediatric healthcare, says
specialist from London

Coronary artery disease (CAD) is one of the leading causes of death in advanced countries.
Early detection and diagnosis of CAD play an important role in the identification of
disease severity and prediction of disease outcome. Today, management of patients with
CAD is increasingly dependent on less-invasive imaging modalities, including coronary CT
angiography (CTA) and cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (CMR).

3D image of normal coronaries.
Images provided by
Prof. Valentin Sinitsyn.
Left: CTA of the right coronary artery shows minimal coronary
atherosclerosis of the artery without any obstructive lesions. Right: coronary
angiogram of the same artery confirms lack of stenotic lesions. Due to
high negative prognostic value non-invasive coronary CTA can replace the
catheter angiography in patients with low or intermediate probability of
coronary artery disease.

As a result of technological
advances, the number of available non-invasive cardiac imaging
modalities has increased substantially over the last decade, and rapid
developments in CTA, CMR and
other techniques have continuously improved their performance
leading to high accuracy in diagnoses and prognoses benefitting CAD.
CTA is one of the most rapidly
developed imaging modalities in cardiac imaging. Its major indications
are imaging arteries in suspected
CAD, visualisation of pulmonary
veins and planning of endovascular
surgical procedures. With an evolution from single to multislice CT,
today it demonstrates an excellent
visualisation of coronary anatomy
and assessment of CAD, and in addition to its diagnostic value, it allows
for characterisation of plaque components. Doing so, it shows potential

prognostic value regarding disease
extent and cardiac events.
Radiation dosage associated with
CTA is one of the disadvantages
and concerns of this modality in
cardiac imaging; however, in the
past few years, various dose-saving
strategies have been recommended
to lower radiation exposure to
patients undergoing the procedure.
Major progress has been achieved,
according to Prof. Valentin E. Sinitsyn from the Medical Faculty of
Moscow State University, Russia:
“Modern types of CT scanners allow
reaching significant improvements
regarding the image quality of coronary arteries and heart structures,
also in ‘difficult’ patients, and to
get high-quality diagnostic images
with very low radiation exposure
and less volume of contrast media.”
However, in contrast, CMR does
not expose patients to ionising

radiation, being the reason why its
usefulness has been widely investigated in the past years. CMR provides excellent soft tissue contrast;
major indications are cardiomyopathies, myocarditis and CAD.
“The selection of cardiac MR protocols depends on the main indication for examination. Cine-MR,
black-blood sequences, perfusion
and late gadolinium enhancement
modules along with blood flow
analysis are the most commonly
used. Also, tissue characterisation
modules (T1, T2 mapping) have
become an essential part of CMR
protocols,” explained Sinitsyn.
At today’s Multidisciplinary Session, ECR delegates will learn about
new developments in non-invasive
cardiac imaging including studies
of coronary flow, myocardial perfusion and hybrid imaging. “Knowledge about the diagnostic values
of different imaging modalities
in CAD is essential to improving
patient management,” said Sinitsyn, who, among other things, plans
to familiarise attendees with modern technologies and the protocol

used in cardiac CT and MRI in CAD.
“Recent changes in cardiological
paradigms in regard to diagnosis
and treatment, technical developments of the contemporary standard of CTA and CMR, and the accumulation of scientific data proving
the high diagnostic value of both
imaging modalities emphasise their
high value regarding the assessment
of optimal therapy and prognosis of
patients with CAD,” stated Sinitsyn.
Also in this session, Dr. Alexander
Osiev, from the Moscow Regional
Research and Clinical Institute, Russia,
plans to discuss current indications
for diagnostic coronary catheterisation and transluminal interventions,
as well as the latest innovations in
percutaneous revascularisation technique, and to show how the combined
analysis of coronary CTA and invasive
coronary angiography could help in
planning the interventional treatment of coronary lesions.
Meanwhile, Dr. Dmitry Tungusov,
from the department of cardiology at
the Astrakhan Federal Centre, Astrakhan, Russia, will speak about the
role of coronary imaging in coronary

artery bypass and valve surgery, focussing on, among other things, how to
choose the best coronary imaging
modality in complicated cases.
Finally, Dr. Yaroslav Ashikhmin,
from the National Research Centre
for Preventive Medicine, Moscow,
will present multidisciplinary cases,
emphasising rational diagnostic pathways in typical clinical situations and
challenging diagnostic cases. Special
attention will be given to the implementation of current guidelines in
the real-world setting, discrepancies
in the guidelines, and evidence-based
personalised
diagnostic
strategies. Furthermore, attention will
be paid on how to adjust clinicians
from invasive procedures to cardiac
CT and MRI in patients for
whom this might be the most
efficient approach.
The session will close with a
discussion about the future of
imaging technologies and the present transition from the technology-driven model to the unmatched
clinical needs-driven progress in
imaging tools.

Multidisciplinary Session
Wednesday, February 28, 16:00–17:30, Room F2
MS 4 The heart team: coronary imaging and treatment
»»Chairperson’s introduction
E. Mershina; Moscow/RU
»»Non-invasive cardiac imaging
V.E. Sinitsyn; Moscow/RU
»»Interventional treatment/percutaneous
A. Osiev; Moscow/RU
»»The role of coronary imaging in the coronary artery bypass and
valve surgery
D. Tungusov; Astrakhan/RU
»»Multidisciplinary case presentation and discussion
Y. Ashikhmin; Moscow/RU

MY THESIS IN 3 MINUTES
Visit our spectacular new location
SKY HIGH STAGE and join 240 daring
colleagues presenting their scientific
theses in just three minutes!

There is much to consider regarding the practice of interventional radiology (IR)
in the paediatric setting, as three experts will show in today’s highly anticipated
refresher course on the subject.
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A: CT axial scan illustrating the nidus of an intramedullary osteoid osteoma
in the tibia; B: post-sequential CT scans of a bone access needle that has just
entered the nidus; C: CT axial scan – coaxially the radiofrequency electrode is
introduced into the nidus; D: CT axial scan after the ablation session.

There is almost no area of hospital
medicine where interventional radiology (IR) does not impact patient
management. IR procedures are
increasingly in demand and the range
of conditions that can be treated percutaneously continues to expand.
In this session, Dr. Alex Barnacle,
from the Department of Radiology
at Great Ormond Street Hospital for
Children, London, United Kingdom,
will provide an overview of common
image-guided interventions in children, especially focusing on how the
practical and technical approach to
intervention in a child differs from
that in adults as well as on tips and
pitfalls in paediatric intervention.
“IR is immensely well suited to
paediatric healthcare, devising
minimally invasive techniques that
can often be performed as day-case
procedures. Children can recover
quickly and are not subjected to
the drains, dressings and scars that
accompany many major surgical
procedures,” Barnacle stated.
“IR can also offer innovative
solutions in children with complex
diseases for whom there are no
surgical options. Despite all this,
paediatric healthcare has been slow
to adopt IR and there are a very
limited number of centres across
Europe offering specialist paediatric IR services. It falls to us to

promote the application of IR techniques in paediatrics, so that children are offered the same timely,
safe and innovative procedures
that are now commonplace in adult
practice,” according to Barnacle.
Common paediatric IR procedures include central venous access,
tumour biopsy, oesophageal and
gastrostomy procedures and sclerotherapy. In specialist centres, angioplasty, cryoablation and embolisation are increasingly commonplace.
The challenges of paediatric IR
are not dissimilar to those faced by
the early pioneers of adult IR.
“It can be difficult to find or adapt
equipment that is safe and practicable for use in children, and contrast medium doses must be closely
monitored in small patients. In
addition, most procedures must be
performed under general anaesthesia and this alone can make establishing a robust service a challenge.
Once a service is in place, it can take
many years to persuade our clinical colleagues to trust in our new
techniques and refer patients to us,”
she explained.
Finally, it can be difficult to find
trainees that enjoy paediatric care
as well as the ‘cut and thrust’ of
what is still felt to be almost a surgical speciality. “IR specialists have
traditionally come from adult sur-
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A: CT axial scan illustrating the nidus of an intramedullary osteoid osteoma
in the posterior aspect of the femoral bone; B: post-sequential CT scans
of a bone access needle that has just entered the nidus. Coaxially the
radiofrequency electrode is introduced into the nidus; C: CT axial scan after
the ablation session – notice the access route through the centre of the nidus.
(Provided by Dr. Dimitrios Filippiadis)

gical backgrounds and may not
relish the challenge of caring for
small children and their families.
The recruitment issues in IR as a
whole are amplified in paediatrics,”
she concluded.
Following the presentation, PD
Dr. Martin Beeres, from the University Hospital Frankfurt, Germany,
will discuss the classification, diagnostic work-up, and percutaneous
treatment of paediatric vascular
malformations.
Dr. Dimitrios Filippiadis, from
the 2nd Department of Radiology
at the University General Hospital
Attikon in Athens, Greece, will dedicate himself to a completely different pathology: osteoid osteoma.
Osteoid osteoma is a benign inflammatory bone tumour comprising
between two and three percent
of all bone tumours and ten percent of benign bone tumours. It
was described in 1935 by Jaffe as a
tumour affecting the young adult
population, with predominance in
males. Osteoid osteoma is characterised by a nidus with a variable
amount of calcification in a highly
vascular connective tissue stroma.
The nidus is well demarcated and
surrounded by a zone of sclerotic,
but otherwise normal bone.
Osteoid osteoma can occur anywhere, involving either a single
bone or several bones. Depending
on the location, tumours are classified as subperiosteal, intracortical, endosteal or intramedullary on
the basis of CT and MR imaging
findings. Patients typically report

inflammatory-like pain that worsens at night and is alleviated with
the use of nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAID).
“Literature shows some studies with limited patient numbers
reporting disappearance of the
pain after conservative therapy
even if the imaging findings remain
with no change. However, the longterm use of NSAIDs can result in
potential complications, additionally there is a chance of muscular
atrophy and bone deformity in
children under five years of age,”
Filippiadis explained.
The standard treatment traditionally has been surgical resection.
However, due to potentially serious
complications of surgery, today, percutaneous radiofrequency ablation
(RFA) is considered the gold standard therapy.
Image-guided thermal ablation is
becoming increasingly established
for the treatment of bone tumours
and certain other benign and malignant tumours. Today, numerous

thermal and non-thermal ablation
modalities are available, including
RF, microwave and laser ablation,
cryoablation, and high-intensity
focused ultrasonography. In osteoid osteoma, the application of RFA
was introduced in clinical practice
by Rosenthal in 1992.
“Meanwhile, there is plenty of
cumulative data supporting the
evidence for the long-term efficacy
and safety of percutaneous radiofrequency ablation or laser photocoagulation,” Filippiadis noted,
adding that in literature, additionally, there are also case series for
microwave ablation and cryoablation for the treatment of patients
with osteoid osteoma.
All these techniques are minimally invasive with a percutaneous approach and minimal damage
to surrounding tissues, showing
rates of success up to 97 percent
and similar rates of recurrence
(2–5%), failure to treat (<2%) and
complications (<2%).
“When comparing percutaneous ablation to traditional surgical
techniques for osteoid osteoma,
including wide excision removing
a bone block, marginal resection of
the entire nidus, curettage and high
speed burr techniques, the percutaneous approach is clearly superior,
especially in regard to minimising
trauma and functional restrictions,”
Filippiadis summarised.
However, RFA, microwave ablation, and cryoablation are not the
only available non-invasive techniques to consider in the treatment
of osteoid osteoma. MR-guided
High Intensity Focused Ultrasound
is another option for pain reduction
in this population and thus a further topic Filippiadis will discuss in
today’s session.

Refresher Course: Paediatric
Wednesday, February 28, 16:00–17:30, Room O
RC 412 Vascular and interventional radiology in children
Moderator:

E. Alexopoulou; Athens/GR

»»A. Common IR procedures in children: state-of-the-art
A. Barnacle; London/UK
»»B. Vascular malformations: diagnosis and interventions
M. Beeres; Frankfurt a. Main/DE
»»C. Percutaneous treatment of osteoid osteoma
D. Filippiadis; Athens/GR

TOPICS:
Oncologic imaging
Genitourinary
Chest
Cardiovascular
Neuro
Interventional radiology

RTF MEET & GREET SESSIONS

Musculoskeletal
Head and neck
Abdominal and gastrointestinal
Breast
Radiographers
Paediatrics

Details at
ipp.myESR.org
Type of session MyT3
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Don’t miss the opportunity to meet Radiology Trainees Forum (RTF)
representatives from various European countries at the RTF Booth
in the Rising Stars Lounge (entrance level near Foyer F)!

myESR.org

Today you can meet for example:
10:00–11:00 Dr. Marcin Czarniecki (Poland)
12:00–14:00 Dr. Žiga Snoj (Slovenia / RTF Board member)
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BY PAULA BOS

Preoperative MRI for
visualisation of facial nerve
A

B

A: D-prep of a patient. B: The yellow arrow points out the facial nerve and
the red arrow shows a bifurcation of this nerve. The red circle highlights the
stylomastoid foramen. M=Mastoid, C=Cerebellum. Copyright: NKI-AVL

Imagine yourself not able to
whistle, not able to close one eye
and only smile with one half of
your face. These are some of the
symptoms of facial nerve paralysis,
which can be caused by infection,
inflammation or trauma.
One iatrogenic cause of facial
nerve paresis/paralysis is surgery
in the parotid region. It is mostly
temporary (9.4–64.6% of patients),
but can be permanent for a con-

siderable number of patients (up
to 8%). In some cases it is unavoidable, but sometimes it occurs due to
an unforeseen course of the facial
nerve branches. A preoperative
roadmap of the facial nerve may
help the surgeon to avoid this serious complication of parotid surgery.
The initial course of the facial
nerve in the mastoid is fairly
straightforward with the chorda
tympani as the most important

branch. Outside of the facial canal,
however, the facial nerve has multiple bifurcations creating a complex
network of nerve branches with a
variable anatomy among patients.
This makes for even more difficulty
when a tumour mass displaces the
nerve branches. Surgeons with
expertise in parotid surgery therefore know to be extremely cautious
when performing parotid surgery,
to avoid unforeseen damage to the
facial nerve. Preoperative visualisation of the facial nerve would help
the surgeon to know which areas are
at risk for lesion of the facial nerve
and reduce the risk of (unexpected)
post-surgery facial nerve palsies.
Recently, a new MRI sequence,
called D-prep, has been developed
to visualise peripheral nerves. This
sequence is a T2-contrast-based
diffusion preparation pulse, which
attenuates the signal of fat, vessels
and muscles while emphasising the
signal of the nerve-sheath. Some
researchers have been able to visualise normal anatomy of spinal cord,
spinal root nerve and also the parotid
region in healthy controls (Buckle et

al and Yoneyama et al). Our study
evaluated the feasibility of a D-prep
sequence to identify the smallest
branches of the facial nerve branches
in patients with head and neck cancers. We found that the course of the
facial nerve is visible using D-prep.
However, some small branches are
only minimally discernible.
The results of our study, its limitations and future perspectives will be
discussed by the Netherlands Cancer
Institute group at ECR 2018 during
the session SS 208 today at 10:30 in
Room L 8. We are hopeful that preoperative imaging of facial nerve anat-

omy will provide the surgeon with a
roadmap not only to decrease irreversible damage to the nerve, but also
to counsel patients preoperatively
about the risk of facial nerve damage
in case transection of the nerve is
unavoidable for oncological reasons.
Future developments of nerve imaging may allow for intra-operative
image-guided surgery.
Paula Bos, MSc is a PhD fellow
in Radiology and Head and
Neck Surgical Oncology at The
Netherlands Cancer Institute in
Amsterdam, Netherlands.

Scientific Session: Head and Neck
Wednesday, February 28, 10:30–12:00, Room L 8
SS 208 Advanced MRI techniques in head and neck imaging
Moderators:	G.C.T.E. Garcia; Villejuif/FR
L. Oleaga Zufiría; Barcelona/ES

»»D-prep magnetic resonance imaging for
the visualisation of the facial nerve
P. Bos1, B. Jasperse1, A.J.M. Balm1, L.C. ter Beek1, F.W. van Leeuwen2,
M.W.M. van den Brekel1, R.G. Beets-Tan1, T. Buckle2; 1Amsterdam/
NL, 2Leiden/NL

BY TONE HOVDA AND SOLVEIG HOFVIND

DBT vs DM: early performance
measures in a population-based
screening programme

Mediolateral oblique (MLO) view of the left breast. Digital mammography
(DM) to the left and digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT) to the right. The
malignant lesion in the upper part of the breast is more conspicuous on DBT.

Screening for breast cancer
using digital breast tomosynthesis
(DBT) showed a significantly higher
detection rate than standard digital
mammography (DM). The question
is whether the increased detection
will lead to a future reduction in
mortality from the disease.
The WHO, European Parliament
and various health organisations

recommend screening with mammography as secondary prevention of breast cancer. Despite a
proven decline in breast cancer
mortality, efforts to improve the
screening programmes are continuously being considered, in
particular by increasing the sensitivity and specificity of the screening technique.

DBT is a new mammographic
imaging technique in which an
arcuate movement of the x-ray
beam with multiple acquisitions
provides three-dimensional views
of the breast. Synthetic two-dimensional images (SM) can be reconstructed from the same exposure.
DBT has the potential to increase
the conspicuity of many lesions,
as well as reduce false positive
findings due to the summation
of overlapping tissues. Screening
with DBT in combination with
DM has demonstrated a higher
rate of screen-detected breast cancer compared with DM alone, and
similar results are obtained by the
combination of tomosynthesis and
synthetic images (DBT+SM). The
effects of DBT on recall rates are
somewhat conflicting.
In our study, we aimed at comparing results of rates of recalls
and screen-detected breast cancer
when using DBT+SM versus DM
at BreastScreen Norway. Women
screened in three adjoining Norwegian counties in 2014 and 2015
were included; 37,185 women were
screened with DBT+SM and 61,743
women with DM.
The recall rates for screening
with DBT+SM and DM were 3.4%
and 3.3%, respectively (p<0.01).
The rate of screen-detected breast
cancer (invasive breast cancer and
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ductal carcinoma in situ, DCIS)
was 50% higher for DBT+SM
(9.4/1,000 screened) versus DM
(6.1/1,000 screened). The detection
rate for DCIS was 1.7 for DBT+SM
and 0.8/1,000 for DBT+SM and DM,
respectively. The positive predictive values of recall (PPV-1) and
biopsy (PPV-3) were significantly
higher for screening with DBT+SM
compared to DM.
The results may indicate that
screening with DBT is more effective than with standard DM, as the
number of false positive recalls is
reduced. Another aspect regarding
the effect of DBT as a screening
technique is whether the additional
breast cancers diagnosed represent ‘killing cancers’, or if they are
dormant or slow growing tumours

that never would have been of
clinical significance in the absence
of DBT screening. Further evaluation of these factors and interval
breast cancer is crucial to fully evaluate the impact of DBT in mammographic screening.
Tone Hovda, MD, is consultant
breast radiologist at Vestre Viken
Hospital in Drammen, Norway.
Professor Solveig Hofvind, PhD, is
Head of BreastScreen Norway at
the Cancer Registry of Norway.

Scientific Session: Breast
Wednesday, February 28, 10:30–12:00, Room E1
SS 202a Digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT)
Moderators:	S. Zackrisson; Malmö/SE
N.N.

»»Keynote Lecture
G. Forrai; Budapest/HU
»»Digital breast tomosynthesis vs digital mammography:
early performance measures in a population-based
screening programme
T. Hovda1, Å.S. Holen2, H. Bjørndal1, S. Sebuødegård2,
S. Hofvind2; 1Drammen/NO, 2Oslo/NO
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EIBIR coordinates multidisciplinary
project to enhance radiation protection
in medicine
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Euratom BSSD: a comprehensive
approach for radiation protection
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EuroSafe Imaging as role model
for medical radiation protection
initiatives worldwide

BY INGA STEVENS

Industry showcases latest
ultrasound innovations at
ECR 2018 technical exhibition
Small-parts imaging and touch-control technologies look set to dominate the ultrasound
offerings in the technical exhibition at ECR 2018. With vendors seeking to enhance the
image quality and power management of both handheld and compact ultrasound systems,
the global market for point-of-care applications looks strong, while intuitive touchscreen
interfaces are a developing trend for cart-based systems.

High-resolution image of the testicle
using ultra-broadband PureWave
eL18-4 transducer demonstrating
subtle vascular flow with MicroFlow
Imaging. Provided by Philips.

Philips is promoting a range of
ultrasound products at the congress, including the eL18-4 transducer for small parts imaging.
Available on the EPIQ 7 and 5 and
Affiniti 70 ultrasound systems, it
can be used to assess breasts, testicles and thyroid, as well as musculoskeletal injuries like sprains and
tears. The transducer is part of the
vendor’s Ultimate Small Parts Solution. This package also features the
MicroFlow Imaging, which enables
assessment of blood flow in small
vessels, as well as Philips Elastography (which quantifies tissue stiffness) and Philips Precision Biopsy
(which enhances needle visualisation during biopsy). It is available.
“Radiologists are seeing more
and more complex cases every
year,” said Jeff Cohen, VP of Philips’
ultrasound general imaging business. “Artificial intelligence (AI) and
workflow improvements can simplify ultrasound, especially for the
more routine cases, freeing the radiologist to focus his/her time on the
most complex cases. Our AI breast
is a great example of this, making
breast ultrasound easier and helping clinicians have more confidence
in their diagnosis.”
Philips is also presenting its
Technology Maximizer five-year
subscription programme that
enables radiology and cardiology
departments to receive regular
software and hardware updates
at a reduced cost. The programme
can be purchased for an annual
fee and can be used in tandem
with current RightFit customer
service agreements.
Visitors to the Siemens Healthineers booth will be introduced to
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In a 62-year-old woman, the
retraction sign was detected on
coronal reconstructed images,
representing an architectural
distortion, which on a histological
examination proved to be a radial
scar (complex sclerosing lesion).
Provided by GE Healthcare.

Cross-section of the median nerve. Upper image: B-mode at 24 MHz. Lower
image: B-mode at 24 MHz with SMI overlay to visualise vascularisation inside
the nerve sheath. Provided by Canon Medical Systems.

The substructure of a neuroma is visualised in a longitudinal view at
24 MHz. Provided by Dr. Jan Veryser, Hospital AZ Zeno, Knokke-Heist,
Belgium, and Canon Medical Systems.

a number of devices, including the
Acuson S300 ultrasound system and
HELX Evolution with touch control.
Powered by an intuitive, user-centric interface, the system promotes
streamlined exam flows to improve
image quality with less effort, and
it helps eliminate unnecessary keystrokes and repetitive hand movements, enhancing user performance,
according to the manufacturer.
Also on display is the Acuson NX3
ultrasound system, which features
the 10.4” high-resolution touch

control panel that allows for faster
selection of imaging protocols.
Users can obtain high-resolution
images with the 16 MHz transducer
that delivers advanced superficial
imaging to support disease characterisation efforts.
In addition, Siemens is promoting the Acuson S2000 automated
breast volume scanner, which
incorporates HELX Evolution with
touch control. It helps clinicians to
detect cancer in dense breast tissue
that may be missed by mammog-
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raphy. Also on show is the latest
offering in the Acuson Freestyle
Series, Release 4.0, which allows for
cable-free access at the point-ofcare, clear access with innovative
image processing and needle visualisation features, as well as automated access for a streamlined
workflow and Artis access with the
mounted ultrasound in an interventional setting.
At the Fujifilm booth, details are
available on the SonoSite SII, which
is portable, can be used across multiple hospital environments, and is
equipped with the patent-pending
DirectClear transducer. Also, the
company’s X-Porte machine incorporates beam-forming technology:
XDI (extreme definition imaging), created to reduce clutter and
enhance image contrast. It is reportedly easy to manoeuvre alongside
hospital beds and examination
tables, and has a touchscreen and
real-time scan-along learning.
Meanwhile, GE Healthcare is
highlighting the latest version of
Invenia ABUS, a 3D automated ultrasound system designed for screening women with dense breasts. Its
acquisition process uses 3D technology to comfortably and quickly
image women with dense breast tissue with features that conform to a
woman’s anatomy, and it provides an
efficient workflow by reducing the
reading time to three minutes per
patient, according to the company.
Breast density is a measurement
of the amount of fatty tissue compared to the amount of fibrous tissue in the breast, explained Gerald

Seifriedsberger, general manager of
Ultrasound Europe for GE Healthcare. “Both cancer and dense breast
tissue appear white on mammograms, so finding a tumour with
mammography alone can be like
looking for a snowball in a snowstorm,” he said. “To complicate
matters further, women with the
densest breasts are four to six times
more likely to develop breast cancer than women with non-dense
breasts. We believe in personalised
breast care and supplemental ultrasound screening for women with
dense breasts.”
Hitachi is demonstrating Arietta
850, the flagship ultrasound platform that supports the company’s
linear 4G capacity micromachined
ultrasound transducer (CMUT)
probe. The resulting 2- to 22-MHz
bandwidth enables a single probe
to be used for a wide range of
exams. Arietta 850’s workflow automation features reduced examination time and key strokes, the
firm said.
Elsewhere, Canon Medical Systems (formerly Toshiba Medical)
is presenting its newest developments in beamforming and
transducer technology that have
opened the door for ultrasound
examinations at frequencies well
above 20 MHz in various modes,
such as grey scale, colour Doppler,
contrast-enhanced
ultrasound
and strain and shear wave imaging with spatial resolution in the
range of 50 microns. The Aplio i-series has been equipped with this
system architecture to support
advanced ultra-wideband applications based on highly parallel processed transmission-and-receive
algorithms on raw data. Current
applications range from real-time
volume imaging to ultra-high resolution greyscale and Doppler-based
flow imaging for visualising
small structures.
Esaote is promoting MyLab 9 eXP,
which is designed for rheumatology,
endocrinology, and prostate examinations. It features single crystal
noncomposite probe technology and
appleprobe design to reduce muscu-

continued on page 18
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loskeletal strain up to 70%, and the
scanner comes with image optimisation and automation tools (easyMode
and easyTrace) plus single-touch
automated intelligent Doppler steering and angle correction, according to
the vendor.
Other features include Virtual
Navigator real-time Fusion, a touch-
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screen based multimodality application; microV+, a non-invasive haemodynamic evaluator to characterise
lesions; QPack, a multimodality quantification tool of curve analysis of
CnTI contrast-enhanced ultrasound
perfusion, as well as colour and power
Doppler haemodynamics; solid-state
hard disk, IntelCore i7 processor, and
Windows 10; upgradable, remote service, long-term maintenance options,

and transducer compatibility.
Samsung is featuring the HS60
and HS40 ultrasound systems. Visitors to the booth can also learn
about RS80A with Prestige, the

Technical Exhibition Opening Hours
Thursday, March 1 to Saturday, March 3
Sunday, March 4

AI to expand the use of
diagnostic ultrasound
at the point of care
There is already a well-established market for ultrasound systems
in procedural applications at the point of care (POC), including line
placement for vascular access and nerve blocks. Ultrasound is also
routinely used as a primary screening tool in the emergency department
and critical care units. However, its use in primary care remains limited,
mainly because most primary care physicians are not trained in how
to use and interpret ultrasound. The relatively high cost of ultrasound
systems has also been prohibitive.
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company’s established premium
general imaging ultrasound system,
during daily educational demonstrations featuring live scanning.

In the last couple of years, tremendous progress has been made
with improving the image quality and form factor of handheld
ultrasound devices, with a wave
of ultra-portable scanners that
connect to smartphones entering
the market. The addition of artificial intelligence (AI) will be the
next step in the evolution of these
devices and the enabler for more
widespread use of ultrasound in
primary care. Artificial intelligence
is being applied at various stages of
the ultrasound diagnosis workflow,
from image optimisation to clinical
tools to help users to make faster
and more accurate diagnoses.
Automated system optimisation
Point of care users require diagnostic ultrasound devices that
are easy to use and that enable
fast diagnoses. This is particularly
true for inexperienced users, such
as primary care physicians, and
users in developing countries who
often have limited access to training. AI can automatically optimise
ultrasound images for individual

patients, by making automated
adjustments to the system settings.
It can also provide guidance to the
user on how best to position the
probe for optimal image quality. For
more experienced ultrasound users,
automatic system configuration
will reduce the time required to perform an exam, leaving more time to
spend with the patient. The first
ultrasound devices with this capability are expected to be released
within the next year or two.
Automated quantification
Quantitative analysis tools provide automatic measurements of
anatomical features, to assist with
diagnosis. For example, software
tools enable fast assessment of the
heart’s dynamic performance at the
point of care, by providing automatic measurement of key metrics
such as cardiac volume and ejection
fraction. Rather than refer patients
to an echocardiologist, primary care
physicians and point of care clinicians will be able to perform basic
cardiac echo exams and make faster
and more accurate diagnoses.
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Several companies offer post-processing tools that provide quantitative analysis of ultrasound images
and, increasingly, this capability will
be embedded in ultrasound devices,
enabling quantitative imaging at
the point of care. Several companies
are applying deep learning technology to segment and quantify ultrasound imaging features and the
first commercially available products, including cart, compact and
handheld form factors, are likely to
hit the market this year.
Automated detection
Machine learning models can
identify and highlight areas that
may reveal abnormalities during
interpretation of medical imaging
scans. Much of the product development effort in this field is focused
on MRI and CT, partly due to the
additional challenges associated
with applying detection algorithms
to comparatively noisy ultrasound
images and in real-time. The first
automated detection tools for ultrasound entered the market in 2017
but these are currently only availa-

ble on premium systems. Over time,
this capability will migrate to lower-end systems, but it will likely be
another two or three years before
handheld devices have automated
detection capability.
Conclusion
AI will increasingly be applied to
ultrasound devices in several ways,
from automated system set-up and
configuration, to image manipulation and interpretation. That said,
the uptake of AI in ultrasound will
be gradual over the coming years,
as there are several factors that first
need to be addressed, including the
availability of annotated data to
train the algorithms, the ‘black box’
nature of deep learning (the traceability and transparency of results
is somewhat opaque) and acceptance by physicians and clinicians.
As handheld ultrasound devices
becoming increasingly smart, alongside continued improvements in
image quality, battery management
and form factor, ultrasound will continue to gain acceptance for diagnostic applications at the point of care.
For radiologists, this may lead to a
loss of market share for certain types
of ultrasound exams. In recent years,
an increasing proportion of MSK
ultrasound has been performed by
specialists, including podiatrists,
rheumatologists and sports medicine
physicians, rather than radiologists.
As ultrasound becomes increasingly
easier to use, and as handheld ultrasound gains traction in primary care,
the same could happen for other
exam types. If this transpires, radiologists can maintain their value by
supporting their colleagues in diagnostic decision making.
Simon Harris is Principal Analyst
& Managing Director at Signify
Research, a UK-based independent
supplier of market intelligence
and consultancy to the global
healthcare technology industry.
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BY ULRIKE MAYERHOFER-SEBERA

EIBIR coordinates multidisciplinary
European project to enhance
radiation protection in medicine

The MEDIRAD kick-off meeting took place in Barcelona in June 2017.
The four-year project is led by the European Institute for Biomedical
Imaging Research (EIBIR).

Implications of Medical Low
Dose Radiation Exposure (MEDIRAD)
is
a
multidisciplinary,
cross-cutting project funded under
the Euratom research and training
programme of Horizon 2020. The
four-year MEDIRAD project kicked
off in June 2017 and is led by the
European Institute for Biomedical Imaging Research (EIBIR). The
consortium brings together a wide

range expertise with 33 partners
from 14 European countries, and
involves research groups focusing
on radiology, nuclear medicine, radiotherapy, dosimetry, epidemiology,
biology, bioinformatics, modelling,
radiation protection and public
health. Prof. Guy Frija (Professor
Emeritus of Radiology at Paris
Descartes University France and
chair of EuroSafe Imaging) acts

as Clinical Coordinator and Prof.
Elisabeth Cardis (ISGlobal, Spain)
serves as Scientific Coordinator of
the project.
MEDIRAD has three major operational objectives which include
improving organ dose estimation
and registration; evaluating and
understanding the mechanisms
of the effects of medical radiation
exposures, focusing on two outcomes of public health relevance
(cardiovascular effects of radiotherapy in breast cancer treatment
and cancer risks following CT scanning in children and adolescents);
and developing science-based policy recommendations for the effective protection of patients, workers
and the general public. To achieve
these objectives, the MEDIRAD
Project consists of six interdependent and complementary work
packages, each of which contains
tasks and deliverables vital to the
project’s success.
MEDIRAD is supported by five
European medical associations – the
European Association of Nuclear
Medicine (EANM), European Federation of Organisations for Medical
Physics (EFOMP), European Federation of Radiographer Societies
(EFRS), European Society of Radi-

ology (ESR) and the European Society For Radiotherapy And Oncology (ESTRO) – and builds upon
their existing partnership with the
Multidisciplinary European Low
Dose Initiative (MELODI), the European Radiation Dosimetry Group
(EURADOS) and the European Alliance for Medical Radiation Protection Research (EURAMED).
These organisations, together
with the World Health Organisation
(WHO) and the European Patients’
Forum (EPF) constitute the MEDIRAD Stakeholder Board, which
coordinates the wider Stakeholder
Forum. They will provide input, in
particular to the recommendations
that will be developed while bringing together medical and nuclear
scientific communities. In addition,
a Scientific Advisory Board has
been set up with world-renowned
experts in the fields of imaging,
radiobiology, dosimetry, medical
physics, radiation protection, epidemiology and ethics.
The expected impact of the
MEDIRAD Project is multifaceted.
MEDIRAD will achieve significant
progress in the interaction between
the radiation protection and medical scientific communities at EU
level, leading to cross-fertilisation

of research efforts and the provision of more consolidated and
robust science-based policy recommendations to decision-makers in
the relevant sectors. The project
will also allow a better evaluation
of the risks from radiation and better quantification of the necessary
precautionary measures, leading to
a stronger system of protection for
patients, workers and the general
public. MEDIRAD will endeavour
to positively modify the public perception of risks associated with ionising radiation thanks to the results
of such combined nuclear and
medical research. MEDIRAD’s longterm impact will lead to new and
improved practical measures for
the effective protection of people in
the medical and nuclear sectors.
More
information
about
the project can be found at
www.medirad-project.eu

MEDIRAD
MEDIRAD has received funding
from the Euratom research and
training programme 2014–2018
under grant agreement No 755523.

BY DANIEL PAECH

Dynamic glucose-enhanced MRI
(DGE MRI): clinical perspectives
and challenges
Figure 1: Comparison of DGE
MRI at 7.0 T and Gadolinium
contrast-enhanced T1-weighted
(Gdce T1-w) imaging in a patient
with newly-diagnosed untreated
glioblastoma. DGE MRI displays
regions of increased signal intensity
(overlapping with ring enhancement
on Gdce T1-w) and beyond the borders
of blood-brain barrier disruption.

Glucose is the most important
source of energy for the human
organism, and changes in glucose
metabolism can be an indicator of
cellular dysfunction. Increased glucose consumption is a hallmark of
cancer cells. The increased glucose
turnover in tumours is used, for
example, for cancer diagnosis by
positron emission tomography of
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radioactively labelled fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG-PET). The aim of our
work was to develop an MRI-based
approach that enables imaging of
natural glucose without the limitations of ionising radiation and the
expenses of radioisotopes.
The recently reported dynamic
glucose-enhanced
MRI
(DGE
MRI) technique at ultra-high field
strength (7.0 Tesla) allows for visualisation of non-radioactively
labelled glucose after intravenous
administration. DGE MRI uses the
chemical exchange between the
protons of water and the hydroxyl
protons of the glucose molecules to
amplify the very weak glucose signal. In a prospective clinical study,
published in Radiology, it was thus
possible to detect the pathologically increased glucose uptake of
tumours in patients with glioblastoma employing the newly-developed imaging technology.
Unlike gadolinium-based contrast agents, which are confined to
the intravascular space and intercellular spaces, glucose is taken up
into the cell interior. Consequently,

glucose-enhanced MR imaging
could in principle provide information on both tumour perfusion and
region-specific glucose consumption. Results from investigations of
DGE MRI in healthy volunteers and
tumour patients indicate contributions of both mechanisms to the
measured signal.
Tumour regions with increased
glucose uptake at DGE MRI of
patients with glioblastoma showed
a partial overlap with the corresponding conventional gadolinium-enhanced T1-weighted (Gdce
T1-w) images. However, particularly in areas beyond a disrupted
blood brain barrier, increased signal intensities were additionally
observed at glucose-enhanced
images (Figure 1). These findings
need to be further investigated
in larger study cohorts to better
understand the signal origin and
to assess the clinical value of possible complementary information
provided by DGE MRI.
In summary, DGE-MRI could
enable high-resolution glucose-enhanced imaging without the lim-
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itations of ionising radiation and
the expenses of radioisotopes. In
his talk, Dr. Daniel Paech from the
German Cancer Research Center
in Heidelberg, Germany, will present the results of recent investigations of DGE-MRI in humans and
discuss clinical perspectives and
challenges of the newly-developed
imaging technology.
Dr. Daniel Paech is Head of
Clinical 7 Tesla MRI at the German
Cancer Research Center (DKFZ) in
Heidelberg, Germany.

Further reading:
Schuenke P, Paech D, Koehler
C, Windschuh J, Bachert P, Ladd
M, et al. Fast and Quantitative
T1ρ-Weighted Dynamic Glucose
Enhanced MRI. Scientific Reports.
2017;7:42093.
Paech D, Schuenke, P., Koehler, C.,
Windschuh, J., Mundiyanapurath,
S., Bickelhaupt, S., Bonekamp, D.,
Bäumer, P., Bachert P., Ladd, M.E.,
Bendszus, M., Wick, W., Unterberg,
A., Schlemmer H.-P., Zaiss, M., Radbruch, A. T1ρ-weighted dynamic
glucose-enhanced MRI in the
human brain. Radiology. 2017:1-9.

My Thesis in 3 Minutes
Wednesday, February 28, 14:00–15:30, Sky High Stage
MY 3 Oncologic Imaging
Moderators:	G. Brancatelli; Palermo/IT
S. Gourtsoyianni; Athens/GR

»»Dynamic glucose-enhanced MRI:
clinical perspectives and challenges
D. Paech1, P. Schuenke1, C. Köhler1, P. Bachert1, M. Ladd1,
M. Bendszus1, H.-P. Schlemmer1, M. Zaiss2, A. Radbruch1;
1
Heidelberg/DE, 2Tübingen/DE
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BY SABINE SCHMIDT KOBBE

BY STEVE EBDON-JACKSON

Perfusion quantification
and hepatic function with
Gd-EOB-DTPA: hepatic fibrosis
and hepatocellular transport

Euratom Basic Safety Standards
Directive: a comprehensive
approach for radiation protection

Schematic demonstration of the different membranous hepatocyte
transporters responsible for the intracellular Gd-EOB-DTPA uptake
and biliary excretion.

Assessment of liver perfusion and
hepatic function is gaining importance, since surgeons increasingly
resect larger volumes while the
hepatic parenchyma may be altered
by previous treatments and/or
underlying cirrhosis. Consequently,
postoperative liver failure may occur
making the preoperative assessment of liver function mandatory.
Liver biopsy remains the reference
standard, but non-invasive imaging
techniques are increasingly being
developed. Several MR techniques
of estimating liver function have

been reported, including elastography, T1-relaxometry and techniques
of signal-intensity measurements
using the hepatospecific contrast
agent Gd-EOB-DTPA. However, MR
signal-intensity measurements need
to be considered with caution, since
they are not absolute values and no
linear straightforward relationship
with the contrast agent concentration exists. Therefore, pharmacokinetic modelling with Gd-EOB-DTPA
seems a more appropriate method
for quantifying hepatic perfusion
and assessing liver function.

In the functioning hepatocyte, the uptake and intracellular
concentration of Gd-EOB-DTPA
depends on the activity of different membranous transporter proteins. The contrast agent enters
via OATP2/8, exits through MRP2,
while the transporters MRP3 and
MRP4 allow the efflux back to the
sinusoids (see figure). In healthy
livers, Gd-EOB-DTPA is not metabolised inside the hepatocytes and is
extracted unchanged into the bile.
In diffuse liver disease, however,
such as cirrhosis, the hepatocyte
Gd-EOB-DTPA uptake and biliary
excretion progressively decrease.
The exact reason for this lesser
contrast agent metabolism has not
been elucidated yet, but it could
result from lesser tissular expression of the hepatocyte transporters.
Therefore, we quantified hepatic
perfusion and hepatocyte function
by means of dynamic Gd-EOBDTPA MRI and correlated our
MR-findings with the immunohistochemical expression of the hepatocyte transporters. We prospectively investigated 42 patients with
different stages of liver fibrosis who
underwent dynamic Gd-EOB-DTPA-enhanced MRI (3T, 3D T1-w
sequences) and liver biopsy.
Applying a dual-input tri-compartment uptake-excretion model
we extracted various MR-perfusion
parameters, such as arterial and portal perfusion, Gd-EOB-DTPA hepatocytic uptake rate, biliary efflux, sinusoidal back flux, and extracellular
volume. Two pathologists classified
the fibrosis according to METAVIR.

The expression of the hepatocyte
transporters was investigated by
immunohistochemistry and semiquantitatively scored according to
their lobular distribution.
Our pharmacokinetic modelling
enabled not only the quantification of hepatic perfusion, but also
the evaluation of the hepatic function, since we could distinguish the
different stages of fibrosis (p<0.01).
At MRI, increasing fibrosis was
associated with progressive change
from portal to arterial perfusion, a
decrease in hepatocytic Gd-EOBDTPA uptake rate, biliary efflux,
sinusoidal back flux, and increased
extracellular volume (p<0.05). The
hepatocyte uptake fraction had
better diagnostic performance
than the semi-quantitative hepatobiliary enhancement parameter
for staging liver fibrosis.
At
immunohistochemistry,
increasing fibrosis was associated
with a more diffuse expression of
OATP2/8 and MRP3 to the whole

lobule and progressively irregular
MRP2 expression (p<0.05). Surprisingly, the expression of the hepatocyte transporters remained despite
progressive fibrosis.
We conclude, therefore, that at
advanced stages of liver fibrosis, the
decrease in Gd-EOB-DTPA hepatocytic uptake may reflect either
lower interstitial bioavailability of
the contrast agent or any altered
hepatocyte transporter functions.
The modified immunohistochemical expression of the transporters
could mean an adaptive response
to
progressive
intracellular
cholestasis.
Dr. Sabine Schmidt Kobbe is
consultant radiologist at the
University Hospital of Lausanne,
Switzerland. She is one of three
heads of abdominal imaging and
her main interest is in hepatobiliary
cross-sectional imaging, such as CT
and MRI, in particular functional
imaging (perfusion and diffusion).

Scientific Session: Abdominal Viscera
Wednesday, February 28, 10:30–12:00, Room B
SS 201a Multiparametric liver imaging
Moderators:	A. Filippone; Chieti/IT
S. Ichikawa; Chuo-shi, Yamanashi/JP

»»Keynote Lecture
D. Regge; Turin/IT
»»Perfusion quantification and hepatic function with
Gd-EOB-DTPA: hepatic fibrosis and hepatocellular transport
S. Schmidt1, J.-L. Daire2, A. Sciarra1, B. Leporq3, B. Van Beers2, C.
Sempoux1, C. Pastor4; 1Lausanne/CH, 2Clichy/FR, 3Villeurbanne/
FR, 4Geneva/CH

COFFEE & TALK SESSIONS

The latest Euratom Basic Safety
Standards Directive (BSSD) –
2013/59/Euratom – came into force
on February 6, 2018. It replaces the
previous BSSD from 1996, but also
a range of other directives including the Medical Exposure Directive
97/43/Euratom. In doing so, the latest BSSD provides a comprehensive
approach to radiation protection
based on the latest thinking and
evidence of radiation effects. The
directive is intended to protect the
public, workers and patients who
are vulnerable to the dangers from
ionising radiation exposure. This is
particularly important for radiology services as well as other clinical departments that use ionising
radiation for diagnosis, treatment
or research.
The BSSD requires a comprehensive approach to notification, registration and licensing of practices
including those in the clinical setting. The directive requires a graded
approach with increasingly stringent controls related to the potential hazard and risks of the practice. An excellent example of this
approach is the licensing required
for the production, medical use
and disposal of radioactive material
used for molecular imaging in medicine. This epitomises the approach
of the BSSD and addresses radiation protection of the public, workers and patients. Specific requirements about the medical use are
included within Chapter VII of the

are now required to receive information about the benefits and risks
relating to the radiation dose from
their procedures prior to the procedures taking place. If this is done
sensitively and in the appropriate
clinical context, this can only help
to improve patients’ confidence in
radiology services and all the professionals that provide them.
In general, radiology services
are among the safest delivered in
healthcare, but occasionally things
do not always go as planned and
accidental and unintended exposures happen. In most cases there
will be no clinically significant
impact on the individual patient,
but nevertheless it is important
to ensure that the probability and
magnitude of such exposures are
reduced as much as possible. This
directive requires clinicians to analyse and record all events or potential events of this nature which can
improve the safety culture within
departments and hospitals. If exposures are clinically significant, then
information should be given to the
patient or their representative and
to the healthcare team looking after
the patient. In some cases, defined
by radiation protection authorities,
significant, accidental or unintended
exposures should be reported externally. This information can help
prevent similar events on a national
and international scale.
In summary, the latest BSSD provides an opportunity for European
Union Member States to improve
radiation safety for all those that
may be exposed by introducing new
national legislation and administrative processes. This opportunity is particularly welcome in the
medical field.
Today, ECR 2018 features the
EuroSafe Imaging session ‘Euratom
Basic Safety Standards Directive: a
comprehensive approach for radiation protection’ at 16:00 in Room M1.

AUSTRIA CENTER VIENNA – 1ST FLOOR

Stop by and contribute to the lively discussions while
sipping your coffee or tea.

TOPICS:
Management tips
Clinical decision support
Undergraduate radiology teaching
Audit

healthcare settings and as a policy
maker and regulator for medical
exposures within the government.
He led the UK negotiations of the
medical sections of the BSSD and
has been instrumental in their
transposition into UK law. He
has served as the chair of the EC
Article 31 Group of Experts Medical
Exposure Working Party and the
HERCA Working Group on Medical
Applications. He is also active in
WHO and IAEA initiatives.

The session will provide an overview
of the BSSD and provide the perspectives of regulators, industry and
the European Commission. The session will conclude with a panel discussion on whether the Basic Safety
Standards Directive is a step forward
for patients, clinical professionals
and regulators.
Steve Ebdon-Jackson works for Public
Health England, having worked
previously as a medical physicist in

EuroSafe Imaging Session
Wednesday, February 28, 16:00–17:30, Room M 1
EU 1 Euratom Basic Safety Standards Directive:
a comprehensive approach for radiation protection
Chairpersons:	G. Frija; Paris/FR
S. Ebdon-Jackson; Didcot/UK

»»Chairperson’s introduction
S. Ebdon-Jackson; Didcot/UK
»»The technical approach: achievements and future of dose
reduction
W.A. Kalender; Erlangen/DE
»»The clinical approach: the gap to be closed
G. Frija; Paris/FR
»»The clinical audit: the missing link
E.J. Adam; London/UK
»»The regulatory approach
S. Ebdon-Jackson; Didcot/UK
»»The European Commission’s perspective and update
on the transposition in the European Member States
G. Simeonov; Luxembourg/LU
»»The industry’s perspective and work needed to comply
with the Basic Safety Standards
N. Denjoy; Brussels/BE
»»Panel discussion: Is the Basic Safety Standards Directive a
step forward for patients, clinical professionals and regulators?
G. Frija; Paris/FR
»»S. Ebdon-Jackson; Didcot/UK
W.A. Kalender; Erlangen/DE
»»E.J. Adam; London/UK
N. Denjoy; Brussels/BE
G. Simeonov; Luxembourg/LU
This session is part of the EuroSafe Imaging campaign.

TOGETHER FOR PATIENT SAFETY!
VISIT THE EUROSAFE IMAGING LOUNGE

Don’t miss this new informal session format taking place
in the stylish Coffee & Talk Room (EuroSafe Imaging
Lounge, 1st level).

Radiation protection
Value-based imaging
EuroSafe Imaging
Imaging biobanks

directive, which deals with individual medical exposures.
The BSSD has always focussed on
the radiation protection of workers.
The latest BSSD demonstrates this
directly by introducing new dose
limits for the lens of the eye. Limits
of 20mSv in a single year or 100mSv
in any five consecutive years (subject to a maximum value of 50mSv
in a single year) will be required in
national legislation. These limits
provide challenges for interventional radiology but are achievable
if appropriate protection is used.
The new directive will also
require that occupational and public exposures are considered when
new types of radiological practices
are being justified. Previously, the
focus would have been on patient
exposure alone. This approach recognises the importance of addressing radiation protection in a comprehensive manner.
For medical exposures, the BSSD
introduces a range of new requirements intended to benefit patient
radiation protection throughout
the planning and delivery of care.
The BSSD enhances previous
requirements for justification and
optimisation of medical exposures
and the processes that support
these. The requirements for clinical audit have not changed, but it
is expected that they will become
a focus for regulators in the next
few years. Clinical audit, including
aspects relating to radiation protection, has the potential to demonstrate improvements in patient
safety and healthcare delivery
through professional initiatives.
New requirements relating to
equipment will ensure that information about an exposure is provided and available during and
after the exposure, taking advantage of facilities that are available
on the latest diagnostic equipment.
Patients or their representatives

Learn more about radiation protection
and safety in medical imaging and how we
can help you comply with the European Basic
Safety Standards Directive while enjoying a
cup of coffee or tea in a relaxed atmosphere.

Details at
ipp.myESR.org
Type of session C
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BY ERIK RANSCHAERT, PETER VAN OOIJEN, WIRO NIESSEN

BY GUY FRIJA

EuSoMII: radiologists
should actively engage in
imaging informatics

EuroSafe Imaging as role model
for medical radiation protection
initiatives worldwide

Medical imaging informatics is a rapidly evolving field in radiology thanks to new
technologies that have evolved at a dazzling pace over the past few years; in areas such as
radiomics, machine learning, augmented and virtual reality, and 3D planning and printing.
The European Society of Medical Imaging Informatics (EuSoMII) is convinced that
radiologists’ should be more actively engaged in these developments as they are vital to
the future of radiology.

The EuroSafe Imaging campaign was launched by the European Society of Radiology
(ESR) in 2014 to support and strengthen medical radiation protection across Europe using
a holistic, inclusive approach. The ESR and the EuroSafe Imaging Steering Committee
issued a Call for Action to better achieve the EuroSafe Imaging objectives: promoting
appropriateness in radiological imaging, maintaining radiation doses within diagnostic
reference levels, using the ALARA principle and promoting the use of up-to-date
equipment, empowering patients, and joining forces with various stakeholders.

The EuSoMII Academy took place in Rotterdam on November 18, 2017.

Medical imaging informatics, also
known as radiology informatics, is
a subspecialty of biomedical informatics that aims to improve the
efficiency, accuracy, usability and
reliability of medical imaging services within the healthcare enterprise. As radiology is an inherently
data-driven and technology-driven
specialty, radiologists have become
leaders in medical imaging informatics. The field of imaging informatics is not only rapidly expanding in radiology, other specialties
such as cardiology, dermatology,
neurology, pathology and ophthalmology are also increasingly using
digitised images. As a result, imaging informatics is becoming a specialism-transcending discipline.
This development is demonstrated by the progressively ongoing shift in many hospitals towards
the integration and use of imaging
data throughout the health enterprise. Besides radiologists and
other physicians, IT experts, clinical
physicists, various industry players
and vendors involved with medical
imaging are actively participating
in this rapidly expanding discipline.
There is also a growing tendency

to combine imaging data with data
from other medical disciplines
such as genetics and metabolomics,
which has increased the number of
stakeholders in this domain.
EuSoMII aims to stimulate consultation and the exchange of information between the various parties
involved and to increase the active
participation of radiologists in scientific research related to imaging
informatics. This is reflected in the
composition of the EuSoMII board,
on which radiologists, computer scientists, and medical physicists from
all over Europe and other parts of
the world are represented.
The digitisation in radiology is
increasing at a breath-taking speed,
a fact that cannot be ignored. At the
RSNA 2017 convention it became
clear that a seismic shift is taking
place in healthcare and that the
age of artificial intelligence (AI) has
begun. At many of the AI-related
scientific sessions it was standing
room only, and several refresher
courses were filled to capacity. More
than 100 researchers from around
the world described the potential
and applications of AI in a variety
of clinical scenarios. At the indus-

try exhibition there was a machine
learning area where dozens of AI
start-ups demonstrated their activities and some clinical use cases.
Likewise, the EuSoMII Academy
on AI, which took place one week
earlier at the Erasmus MC University
Medical Center in Rotterdam, was
fully booked. Approximately 50% of
the participants were radiologists,
and the rest were a mix of IT professionals, clinical physicists and industry representatives. This made it a
unique meeting of radiologists and
technological experts in the field.
Imaging is one of the most
advanced areas of AI, and will
undoubtedly have a huge impact
on diagnostics and prognostics
through revolutionising medical
image acquisition, analysis and subsequent clinical decision support.
Smart algorithms will improve
image quality, enable more accurate
and automated analysis of MRI, CT
scans, x-rays and any other medical
images, and be able to detect signs
in the recordings that are not possible with the human eye1. Deep
learning in particular has recently
been shown to rival or outperform
human performance in a number
of tasks. Therefore, AI applications
will increasingly be integrated into
the daily radiological workflow,
which means that it can be considered as one of the main game
changers in radiology.
As well as automated image
analysis, many other AI supported
applications will emerge which are
able to improve the value of radiology services, such as tools to intelligently minimise the radiation
dose in CT, improve the radiological workflow, facilitate communication with referring doctors and
patients, and link image-derived
information with other data for
integrated diagnostics.

The common thread throughout
most presentations at the RSNA and
EuSoMII Academy was that radiologists should not feel threatened by
AI, but view it as a source of support,
as long as they are eager to embrace
these new developments, and are
willing to actively coordinate and
steer their clinical usability.
As Dr. Keith Dreyer, Vice Chairman of Radiology at Massachusetts General Hospital, stated at the
RSNA: “Radiologists and AI will be
far better together than either one
alone.” According to Dreyer the
greatest challenge however lies in
the creation of an AI ecosystem
in which new applications can be
created, validated, approved, integrated, surveyed and adopted. This
ecosystem should be based on a
framework in which radiologists
and other healthcare professionals involved in imaging informatics and data-intensive domains in
medicine are included, i.e. biomedical computer scientists, clinical
physicists, healthcare institutions,
professional organisations, industrial and pharmaceutical players
and regulating authorities. Such
an AI ecosystem should be able to
support and facilitate the standardisation of the entire development
process of AI software, from creation through to adoption. It should
guarantee the optimal integration
and added value of AI applications.
Imaging informatics is an interdisciplinary field enabling its practitioners to better understand and
analyse medical images. If radiologists want to be actively involved
and reap maximum benefit from
developments in this field, they
should also receive training in
computer science and sub-fields of
artificial intelligence and machine
learning, similar to the training
radiologists already receive in, for

example, the physical principles of
MRI. This will enable them to better
understand the decision processes
that are active in artificial intelligence, and to gain a better insight
in what’s going on in the ‘black
boxes’ in which these automated
choices and proposals are being
made. To increase knowledge in
medical imaging informatics, a specialised training programme should
be developed and implemented to
train radiologists in this area.
EuSoMII wants to increase awareness among radiologists of this
on-going revolution in radiology and
increase their engagement in these
new developments in a multidisciplinary environment. To achieve
this it will, for example, organise
hands-on workshops in deep learning. Several webinars on the topic
of imaging informatics will also be
offered in 2018, and the programme
will be available at eusomii.org. The
EUSOMII annual meeting will take
place in October 2018 in Rotterdam,
where many research projects and
new developments will be presented.
Erik Ranschaert, MD, PhD, is
Radiology Consultant at ETZ
Tilburg, the Netherlands, and
Vice-President of the EuSoMII.
Peter Van Ooijen, MSc, PhD,
is Associate Professor at the
University of Groningen, UMCG,
Groningen, the Netherlands, and
a EuSoMII Board Member.
Wiro Niessen, MSc, PhD, is
Professor of Biomedical Image
Analysis at Erasmus MC in
Rotterdam, the Netherlands, and
a EuSoMII Board Member.
Reference:
1Artificial Intelligence in Healthcare, Bertalan Mesko, https://leanpub.
com/ArtificialIntelligenceinHealthcare (accessed 7 December 2017)

BY YULIA SHEVCHUK

Medical imaging driving innovation
Medical imaging is among the
most innovative fields in European
healthcare. According to an analysis of data from the European Patent Office, medical imaging patents
have constituted almost one third
of patents in the field of medical
technology over recent years.
“Imaging is no longer a pure diag-

nostic tool. New imaging techniques
help us to predict diseases, to see
biochemical changes and as a result
to start treatment earlier,” said ESR
President Prof. Bernd Hamm.
Medical imaging is continually
developing and every year brings
us unique new clinical capabilities
such as 3D imaging and printing,

hybrid and molecular imaging, Computer Aided Detection (CAD), and
tumour-specific biomolecules tagged
with isotopes. All of these are dramatically increasing specificity and sensitivity of diagnostics and improving
health outcomes for patients.
Information technology innovations in medical imaging make

#ECR2018

access to examinations quicker and
mean they are available everywhere,
thereby optimising collaboration
between all specialists involved in
the treatment of patients. Realtime visualisation helps to control interventional procedures or
analyse the function of the organ.
Machine learning will be the next

step in medical imaging, and should
help us to optimise workflow and
improve quality of service.
Discoveries in medical imaging
have changed healthcare systems,
but there are many research projects still being conducted and
maybe the most significant discoveries are yet to come.

myESR.org

In addition to EuroSafe Imaging’s
comprehensive activities to promote quality and safety in medical
imaging in Europe, it is also committed to promoting radiation protection beyond Europe’s borders.
In particular, EuroSafe Imaging
is supporting safe imaging initiatives worldwide and attending
conferences and meeting all over
the world to inform others about
EuroSafe Imaging’s activities and to
inspire further action.
EuroSafe Imaging is represented
at more than 50 events annually
around the globe. Its representatives regularly attend meetings
organised by the International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), the
World Health Organization (WHO)
and the Heads of European Radiological Protection Competent
Authorities (HERCA).
EuroSafe Imaging also had a
strong presence at various talks
and poster sessions at the IAEA
International Conference on Radiation Protection in Medicine: Achieving Change in Practice held in
Vienna, Austria, in December 2017.
Discussions at the conference confirmed for EuroSafe Imaging that
their work is helping them achieve
their objectives. However, EuroSafe
Imaging concluded that still more
training, more awareness and more
effective implementation of regulations are needed worldwide to
better protect patients and health
professionals from undue radiation
exposure related to medical imaging procedures.
The success of EuroSafe Imaging has inspired radiology societies
in other regions to follow suit and
establish campaigns to promote
radiation protection. Due partly
to EuroSafe Imaging’s example, a
number of campaigns have been
launched in recent years.
The AFROSAFE campaign was
launched at the Pan African Congress of Radiology and Imaging
(PACORI) in February 2015 in Nairobi, Kenya. The campaign consists
of an English and a French branch
and aims at raising awareness on
the need for medical radiation
protection to prevent unnecessary
medical radiation exposure. The
activities are primarily focused on

myESR.org

Photo taken during the IAEA International Conference on Radiation Protection in Medicine: Achieving Change in
Practice (December 11–14, 2017, Vienna). From left to right: Monika Hierath, ESR EU/Int. Affairs Department, Renato
Mendonca, ISR Treasurer, David Koff, CanadaSafe, Boudjema Mansouri, Arab Safe & AFROSAFE-FR, Dina Husseiny,
Egypt, Guy Frija, EuroSafe Imaging, Donald Frush, Image Gently Alliance, Maria Perez, WHO, Michael Kawooya,
AFROSAFE-EN, William Mayo-Smith, Image Wisely, Luis Donoso, ISR President-Elect, El Hadj Niang, Senegal.

providing education and raising
awareness. Since its launch, Africa
has made reasonable progress in
implementing some areas of the
Bonn Call for Action, despite limited resources.
In Canada, although the delivery
of healthcare is a provincial responsibility, a focused national strategy
and a unified effort are needed to
ensure radiation safety in medical imaging. Thus, Canada Safe
Imaging was launched in December 2015. The campaign is a multidisciplinary undertaking with the
vision to strengthen medical radiation protection in patients and to
foster a culture of radiation safety
in Canadian healthcare. As a first
step, an environmental survey of
all national and provincial organisations in Canada that involve
medical imaging was performed to
identify if the organisations were
following the Bonn Call for Action
recommendations. The survey
showed that no single organisation in Canada has implemented
all of the recommendations of the
Bonn Call for Action. Canada Safe
Imaging now envisions another

survey on the awareness and application of the principles of the Bonn
Call for Action amongst Canadian
healthcare professionals working with radiation equipment in
medical imaging. Activities will be
planned according to the results of
both surveys.
LatinSafe was established in
April 2016 with the aim to promote
safe diagnostic imaging in Latin
America, placing an emphasis on
radiological protection of patients
and staff. In particular, LatinSafe
uses educational activities to raise
awareness among radiologists,
referrers, technicians, patients and
the general public.
The Japan Safe Radiology initiative was launched in June 2016. It
targets a variety of topics related
to safety and efficiency of medical imaging including equipment/
scanner distribution, radiation
dose management, standardisation
and optimisation of image quality
and the radiology report, as well
as appropriate use of imaging. The
initiative aims to generate, analyse
and use a national database of diagnostic imaging to improve medi-
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cal techniques in terms of safety,
standardisation and optimisation
of image scanning, and to apply it
to medical policy.
Arab Safe is the most recent safe
imaging campaigned launched in
May 2017. It consists of both an English and French branch. The initiative
aims to impact the current diagnostic imaging practice, support self-regulation, increase awareness of radiation safety of patients, workers, and
the general public, and promote a
radiation safe culture. In particular,
Arab Safe focuses on the establish-
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ment of diagnostic reference levels
(DRLs), the organisation of radiation protection training courses for
healthcare staff and the promotion
of safe paediatric imaging.
Last but not least, the Image
Gently Alliance and Image Wisely
initiative need to be highlighted.
The mission of the Image Gently
Alliance, launched in 2007, is to
improve safe and effective imaging
care of children worldwide through
advocacy. Recently, the Image Gently Alliance launched the ‘Think
A-Head’ campaign to promote the
justification and optimisation of CT
imaging in minor paediatric head
trauma. This campaign is targeted
at a broad spectrum of healthcare
professionals who care for children
in the acute care setting, as well as
patients and their families.
The American Image Wisely initiative launched in 2009 aims to
raise awareness and provide up-todate educational resources for
radiology professionals and referring clinicians regarding the use of
ionising radiation in adult medical
imaging examinations. Building
awareness through the initiative’s
annual pledge is one of the major
aspects of the initiative.
The International Society of
Radiology Quality and Safety Alliance (ISRQSA) acts as an umbrella
organisation for these radiation
protection initiatives. The overarching objective for the ISRQSA in
the area of radiation safety is to
establish a strategic plan for global
efforts related to quality and safety.
This strategic plan should reflect
the efforts of these campaigns.
Prof. Guy Frija is Chair of the
EuroSafe Imaging Steering
Committee and Co-Chair of the new
International Society of Radiology
Quality and Safety Alliance.
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Clinical research in imaging
requires greater recognition
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Head and neck made
(pretty) simple!
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ECR is perfect place to earn
your stripes, believes former
top student presenter

BY MÉLISANDE ROUGER

Interventional oncology brings
a new future for radiologists,
says Caseiro Alves
The Portuguese radiologist Professor Filipe Caseiro Alves sees a bright future for radiology
as he looks forward to being presented with the Gold Medal of the European Society of
Radiology at ECR 2018.

Prof. Filipe Caseiro Alves from
Coimbra, Portugal, will receive the
ESR Gold Medal at ECR 2018.

The future for radiologists is not
gloomy, according to Filipe Caseiro
Alves, head of the imaging department at Coimbra University Hospital and full professor of radiology at
the Faculty of Medicine, University
of Coimbra.
Thanks to the emergence of
interventional oncology in particular, there is light on the horizon.
“With the development of minimally invasive therapies, especially
in the field of oncology, I strongly
believe that radiologists will act
much more as clinical partners in
the future, and not only as service
providers. Interventional oncology
is a clear light on the horizon, as far
I can see,” he said.
Radiologists will certainly have
to adapt to new paradigms, such as
the advent of artificial intelligence
(AI), which will change a substantial
part of their workload, Prof. Caseiro
Alves believes.
“AI will change what we consider to be the ‘bread and butter’
daily tasks of the radiologist. We
will have to adapt to new forms
of delivering our work to stay at
the forefront of medical services.
It is clearly not enough to produce
descriptive reports from 9 to 5. On
the contrary, radiology will prevail
if research and new imaging tools
continue to be developed as they
are currently,” he said.

myESR.org

The EU funded project for the development of a new biomarker for diffuse
liver disease quantification (RADICAL).

A joint session of a multidisciplinary hepatobiliary team meeting was held
in Coimbra together with the Barcelona liver group, led by Dr. Carmen Ayuso
and Dr. Maria Rey.

Radiologists will also have to
overcome a number of difficulties,
including unregulated teleradiology services and a loss of visibility,
from both the patient and clinical
partner perspectives, he believes.
“The radiologist should adopt a
sub-specialisation practice in line
with the needs of their institution
and be conversant on all the relevant aspects of that specific field.
For example, we cannot deliver
good oncology services if we are
not involved in and knowledgeable
about all aspects of the oncology
process,” he said.
After a lifetime dedicated to
advancing MRI and liver specific
contrast agents, Prof. Caseiro Alves
is now investigating quantification issues such as liver perfusion
for tumour response evaluation,
and the use of surrogate markers on MR to detect liver fibrosis
and inflammation.
His passion for MRI dates back to
1989, when he moved to France to
work under Prof. Didier Mathieu in
one of the first MRI centres. “Prof.
Mathieu was a liver sub-specialist
and a great mentor. From then on,

I was drawn to this imaging modality, and the fact that diagnostic
information is heavily dependent
on a sound knowledge of MR physics,” he recalled.
Prof. Caseiro Alves chose radiology because it seemed to call for
a great balance between internal
medicine and imaging interpretation skills. “When I joined radiology, cross-sectional imaging was
in its infancy. I was very fortunate
to share in its initial discoveries
and progressive clinical development. Those were certainly exciting
times,” he added.
In his opinion, MRI and volumetric CT have had the greatest impact
on radiology practice. “These were
in my view the most exciting
imaging modalities, which enabled me to explore new frontiers
of imaging including the development of tumour response evaluation metrics.”
Radiology is still an intellectually
stimulating discipline, but it is also
very demanding – a reality medical
students should be prepared for
if they choose the specialty. “You
shouldn’t go into radiology expect-
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A screenshot of the parametric colour coded map and its biometric result
with quantification of liver inflammation and fibrosis (liver score) and liver
fat content. Images provided by Prof. Filipe Caseiro Alves.

ing a quiet life, minimal patient
interaction and easy financial
rewards. Radiology should not be
viewed as a commodity. Students
should be curious, not afraid to ask
questions, complete their palette
of radiology skills and, above all,
be active and proactive in all the
steps of patient care, especially in
relation to proposing or delivering
minimally invasive treatments,”
he said.
Regarding international cooperation, Prof. Caseiro Alves believes
it offers the opportunity to gain
critical mass in shared projects,

network with other teams and
benchmark yourself against others. “It is a fundamental step in a
society where isolation is no longer
a reasonable clinical or research
practice,” he said.
At ECR, radiologists can take
the opportunity to meet and learn
from more than 20,000 colleagues
from all over the world. “The quality of the scientific content is continually improving and its pivotal
role in worldwide radiology education is now established and widely
recognised,” he said.
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BY MÉLISANDE ROUGER

BY SORAYA ROBINSON

Clinical research in imaging
requires greater recognition

Head and neck made (pretty) simple!

The French radiologist Professor Nicolas Grenier will continue his fight to defend and
improve clinical research, but urges young radiologists to take an interest.

During the congress, Prof. Nicolas
Grenier from Bordeaux, France,
will receive the Gold Medal of the
European Society of Radiology.

Nicolas Grenier is professor of
radiology and head of urogenital
and vascular radiology at Pellegrin
University Hospital in Bordeaux.
He will receive the Gold Medal of
the ESR for his accomplishments in
urogenital and molecular imaging.
Examples of Prof. Grenier’s innovations are the pioneering methods he has developed for renal
functional MRI and intrarenal
cellular targeting using iron oxide
particles. He was one of the first
radiologists to use colour Doppler
in ultrasound in his country, making a tremendous contribution to
the field by developing applications for this technology. Now he
is participating in the development
of a new bi-functional instrument
to diagnose prostate cancer combining ultrasound and optical

imaging for future innovative theragnostic approaches.
Far from closing a chapter,
this new award is an impetus for
Grenier, whose work to improve
clinical and preclinical research in
France began while serving as president of Collège des Enseignants
en Radiologie de France (French
Academic College of Radiology)
between 2012 and 2015.
“Research and teaching are my
passions. I remain deeply involved
in improving the structures of clinical and preclinical research in radiology in France. Clinical research in
imaging has to be better recognised
and supported by our national institutions and industry. To achieve this
we need to improve the infrastructure and organisation in our imaging departments – with better traceability, quality control, etc.” he said.
For the past three years, he has
served as coordinator of the radiology and nuclear medicine departments of Bordeaux University Hospital, and he is a representative for
the hospital’s medical community,
enabling him to gain knowledge of
management and strategic issues.
Prof. Grenier was first attracted
to radiology during his first year of
residency in paediatrics and gastroenterology, when he discovered
the impact imaging has in relation
to diagnosis and patient management. He was also blown away
by all the emerging imaging techniques such as CT, MRI and interventional radiology. “It was a time
of tremendous innovation in the

field, and it remains a challenging
specialty, with continuous developments,” he recalled.
In 1986, after completing his fellowship in urogenital and vascular
radiology, he knew he had found
his passion. “Almost immediately,
I developed a specific interest in
attempting to explore renal physiology using functional imaging,
mainly with MRI. Kidneys have a
very complex physiology and they
are difficult to image due to their
location in the abdomen. It was and
remains a real challenge to apply
new available functional techniques to this organ,” he said.
Grenier and his colleagues
described the first dynamic MR-test
using captopril for diagnosis of renovascular hypertension and demonstrated for the first time the renal
anisotropy of renal parenchyma
using diffusion tensor imaging.
Molecular imaging provided a
real boost for his research in urologic imaging. “Using iron oxide particles, we were able to target inflammatory cells in acute renal diseases
for the first time, as well as mesenchymal stem cells to develop new
therapeutic pathways,” explained
Prof. Grenier.
In the late eighties, his team also
received the first colour Doppler
system in France, enabling him to
develop clinical applications of this
technique, which has revolutionised ultrasound imaging. He has
never stopped exploring the impact
of the technique in renal and vascular diseases and, more recently, he

focussed on the role of US-elastography in evaluating renal parenchymal dysfunction.
Throughout his career, Prof.
Grenier has seen how radiologists
have gained increasing respect and
recognition for their role in patient
management. “Our position moved
from ‘technical’ to ‘clinical’, with a
growing diagnostic and therapeutic
involvement, requiring wide-ranging technical expertise due to the
multiplicity of new and complex
techniques. Our deep involvement
in research is now well recognised,”
he said.
With the number of images continuously increasing and gaining
in complexity and the shortage of
radiologists, the role of automation
and artificial intelligence based
on big data will be important, he
believes. “Radiologists will remain
central, probably playing an expert
role which provides real added
value. I see this evolution as an
opportunity, not a risk. However,
radiology has to embrace this development urgently in order to define
how these technical changes will
impact our profession. This is our
future,” he said.
Turf battles will continue and
radiologists remain vulnerable in
many areas. “We will have to maintain our broad-based knowledge
in clinical and technical fields to
make the difference in terms of
impact on patient management,
and more generally on quality of
healthcare. Radiological scientific
societies must continue to provide

guidelines and recommendations
to promote good medical practice,
justifying radiological procedures
and promoting security and patient
safety to remain primary actors
and advisors to the relevant authorities,” urged Grenier.
The decreasing involvement
of young radiologists in research
is a real issue. “Most of them are
attracted by early professional projects in public or, more often, private facilities. Radiologists have to
drive forward their research fields,
otherwise clinicians will take over –
this is already happening,” he said.
Another challenge he identifies
concerns interventional radiology.
“Young surgeons are becoming
more and more comfortable with
images and imaging techniques.
Whereas appropriation of these
mini-invasive therapies is actually
limited by the access to our imaging
modalities, the number of installations within operating rooms
is growing. A collaborative phase
between surgeons and interventional radiologists will be necessary
and fruitful, but the risk that this
collaboration will be transformed
into appropriation is high. We have
to maintain a gap in terms of expertise and excellence,” he said.
Radiology must remain visible
and meetings like ECR are crucial. “ECR helps to make European
radiology visible and attractive. It
ensures the promotion of all the scientific work produced by European
academic centres. Only ECR can do
this,” he said.

Finding it difficult to get to grips with the number of bones in the face? Overwhelmed by
all the little holes and tiny nerve canals? No idea where to start when dictating the case of a
huge infiltrating tumour or a puzzling maze of too many teeth? At a loss when confronted
with a polytrauma patient who seems to have broken everything?
In the age of PACS the solution
is no longer to put the patient’s
file in the bottom drawer or slip it
into your colleague’s pile. You can
be sure that sooner or later a secretary will draw your attention to the
missing report!
This is where the European Society of Head and Neck Radiology
comes in. We are a group of dedicated radiologists who are keen to
teach you all about anatomy, compartments, typical disease pathways, immediate therapeutic consequences and the most appropriate
imaging modalities.
We strive to advance knowledge, stimulate interest, promote
research, improve teaching methods for the radiological diagnosis
of head and neck diseases and foster the continuing development of
head and neck radiology as a science. The tougher ones among us
even stick needles into deep neck
spaces to obtain histology samples,
and our avid readers are forever
busy reviewing oral presentation
and poster abstracts, manuscripts
and theses.
We have representatives on
boards of affiliated societies who
put forward our case, and are

always looking for teaching materials to illustrate pathognomonic
radiological signs, prepare quizzes
on typical cases and collect materials for our Diploma examination.
Interested in contributing? Please
don’t hesitate to get in touch!
The members of our society organise all sorts of training
courses. Relatively basic ones for
residents and general radiologists,
and more advanced programmes
for people who would like to subspecialise. In conjunction with
the European School of Radiology
(ESOR) we offer a three-month fellowship programme suitable for
radiologists who have been qualified for less than three years. The
trainee follows an intensive modular programme and is supervised by
a specialist tutor in a pre-selected,
highly-regarded academic training
centre in Europe.
For those who want a qualification which proves their in-depth
knowledge, the European Diploma
in Head and Neck Radiology was
introduced in 2009 and has steadily gained in popularity. It helps to
standardise training and expertise
across Europe, is endorsed by the
European Society of Radiology and

is a recognised qualification in head
and neck radiology. Anyone interested can find more information on
our website, including up-to-date
details on entry requirements.
The website is also the place to
find out about our next annual
conference, which is being organised in conjunction with the British Society of Head and Neck
Imaging, as well as the British
Society of Dental and Maxillofacial Radiology and will be held in
London, UK, from September 27-29,
2018. Renowned speakers from
Europe and further afield will
present an exciting programme
focusing on the latest MR imaging
techniques and new cone beam CT
applications. Distinguished clinical
colleagues from specialties related
to head and neck surgery and radiation oncology will participate in
some interactive educational lectures, with time set aside for multidisciplinary discussion of difficult
or controversial topics. Workshops
on head and neck ultrasound will
ensure participants fully benefit
from the event.
Our conference president Timothy Beale is looking forward to
welcoming delegates at the 2018
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The Voice of EPOS presentations –
this year in 21 languages!
ECR 2018 features the third edition of the Voice of EPOS, the chance for authors to pick up
the microphone and present their poster to an international audience of congress visitors.
The Voice of EPOS (VoE) is a truly
global gathering with top tier radiologists and radiographers from
all over the world coming to ECR
in Vienna to present their work in
moderated poster sessions. This
year’s VoE features more than 800
presentations categorised into 107
sessions, including language sessions to provide a platform to an
increasingly international and multilingual scientific community. Drop
by at one of the three stages in the
ECR Online & EPOS Lounge!
For the first time, this ECR offers
the opportunity for radiographers to
present their posters on their own
platform. In Foyer K, a special stage
is dedicated to this, including ses-

sions on topics such as professional
issues and practice, education and
training, image quality, and patient
experience. Some of the radiographer sessions will also be held and
moderated in the presenters’ native
languages, thus strengthening the
language communities within the
radiology family.
During the submission of their
abstract to the Electronic Presentation Online System (EPOS™), the
ESR’s online database for electronic
scientific exhibits, submitters could
indicate interest in participating
in The Voice of EPOS. The authors
of 72% of the 3,759 submissions to
EPOS stated their interest to present their work orally at ECR 2018,

proving that this format is very
well received.
Unfortunately, not everyone has
the chance to attend the sessions
onsite, and for this an ECR Live
stream is available which each year
is viewed by thousands of people
from all over the world. The recordings will also be accessible after the
congress via ECR Online.
The Voice of EPOS is a truly international event, this year with more
than 700 authors from 70 different
countries presenting their work.
Started in 2016 with around 300 presentations, VoE has steadily expanded,
counting almost three times as many
presentations in this year’s edition.

#ECR2017
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venue, the Royal Geographical
Society. The Society is next to the
Albert Hall and overlooks Hyde
Park. It is also on the same road as
the Natural History Museum and
the Science Museum. So there will
be plenty to do after the sessions!
We have organised a great venue
for the Gala Dinner, where you will
enjoy a splendid dinner and have
the opportunity to socialise with
your international colleagues and
broaden your professional contacts.
The dinner is also where we present awards for the best oral presentation and the best scientific
and educational poster presentations. The get-together reflects
the European Society of Head and
Neck Radiology’s objectives of promoting the exchange of ideas and
information for the further definition of the role, direction and goals
of head and neck radiology as a
subspecialty and to support and
stimulate exchange of all aspects
of knowledge. The growing membership proves that we are on the
right track – we have 464 members
as of September 2017.
To demonstrate that our field is
certainly not rusty and old-fashioned, but in fact utterly fascinat-
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ing and always evolving, this year’s
ECR Josef Lissner Honorary
Lecture on Saturday is dedicated
to head and neck radiology. Professor Agnieszka Trojanowksa
will give us the latest insights into
human papilloma virus and head
and neck cancer. Come and see for
yourself and become fascinated by
what might at first glance seem
to be a minor field of radiology.
Browse through the Interactive
Programme Planner and see what
whets your appetite – visit www.
eshnr.eu for inspiration. We are
there to enhance your training,
practice and research. So please do
get in touch!
Dr. Soraya Robinson works as
a general radiologist in one of
the biggest diagnostic centres in
the German speaking world. She
was trained at Vienna General
Hospital – MedUni Vienna’s
university hospital – and worked
as a consultant at the University
Hospital in Helsinki, Finland for
four years. She has been on the
Executive Board of the ESHNR
since 2014.
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BY JIŘÍ FERDA

There are several important streams in the development of Czech radiology –
interventional radiology, oncological imaging and treatment, hybrid imaging
and magnetic resonance research.
Czech radiologists perform radiofrequency procedures not only in
the liver, but also in pulmonary
and renal tumours. Endovascular
embolotherapy of primary and secondary liver tumours takes place
in several centres, including a centre where radioembolisation with
yttrium-90 labelled microspheres
is available. The developments in
Czech radiology make them a focus
in the diagnostics and monitoring
of advanced oncological therapy.
The fact that the Czech Republic
has one of the highest incidences of
colorectal cancer, renal cell cancer,
breast cancer, and head and neck
tumours is reflected by the country’s rather well developed oncological diagnostics. Several centres
have incorporated a multiparametric-radiomics approach into their
algorithms for the imaging of the
breast as well as prostate cancers.
The hybrid and molecular section

of the Czech Radiological Society
are working to develop a lecture
series on advanced imaging using
molecular approaches to magnetic resonance imaging, as well as
hybrid imaging using PET/CT and
PET/MRI. Two centres equipped
with integrated PET/MRI systems
are making their wealth of experience available in this rapidly growing area of innovative molecular
approaches to oncological diagnostics. The radiologists are bringing
their own perspective to hybrid
imaging and are trying to cooperate with their nuclear medicine
colleagues. The results of this cooperation is step by step ongoing integration of the hybrid divisions into
diagnostic imaging departments.
Radiologists working in MRI
departments are quite an active
group in the Czech Republic; the
fastest growing type of installations
are for magnetic resonance imag-

ing. Experimental work in the field
of MRI is also utilising equipment
for animal studies and the community of experimental MRI scientists
are conducting several studies of
the structure and function relation.
As mentioned above important
research is also being carried out in
the field of neuroscience, and into
the introduction of hybrid imaging
using PET/MRI into daily practice.
In 2018, the Czech Republic will
be celebrating the 100th anniversary of independence from the
Austro-Hungarian Empire. Radiology has travelled a long way in the
Czech Republic. In December 1895,
when the country was still part
of the Empire, the first x-ray was
made using Röntgen’s methods.
And where does Czech diagnostic
imaging stand now, in 2018? The
last twenty five years have seen the
spread of the most advanced technologies throughout the regions of

Bohemia and Moravia. The development of imaging popularised
radiology as a specialty like never
before in our country. By the year
2000 radiology was considered cool
by a new generation of medical
students. Many of them decided to
enter the field after lectures featuring never before seen three dimensional images of the coronary
arteries, when they saw the dawn
of a new era of molecular imaging
using hybrid systems, or when they
saw results of endovascular treatment. This is the future of radiology in our country – enthusiastic,
well-educated, young, practising
radiologists.
Jiří Ferda, MD, PhD is Professor of
Radiology at the Department of
Diagnostic Imaging of University
Hospital Plzeň in the Czech
Republic.
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ECR is perfect place to earn
your stripes, believes former
top student presenter

Czech radiology: imaging in the
heart of the Europe
Czech interventional radiology is
the country’s flagship subspecialty,
and is proud to have a history of
iconic personalities with vision and
enthusiasm such as Josef Rösch.
Rösch’s influence can be seen in the
Czech Republic’s transjugular portosystemic shunting programme.
The evolving programme involving
cerebrovascular centres has created
a network of institutions providing
care for patients suffering from
ischaemic stroke, who can receive
endovascular treatment twenty-four hours a day, seven days a
week. This important activity of the
Czech interventional community
included the establishment of these
cerebrovascular centres, which are
able to provide the endovascular
treatment for ischaemic stroke on a
systematic basis.
Members of the radiological
community are active in oncological centres. Besides diagnostics,
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13:15 – 14:15 | CT

Every year at its annual meeting, the ESR offers a dedicated programme for students,
residents and trainee radiographers, known as the ‘Rising Stars Programme’. The
programme invites the young members of radiology to submit abstracts and become part
of the ECR’s scientific programme, even at a very early stage in their career or studies.
Carmelo Messina from Milan, Italy, was one of those who took this opportunity while
still an undergraduate student. We took the time to interview Carmelo to hear about his
experience, opinions and advice to future candidates.
ECR Today: How did you learn
about the ESR Rising Stars Programme and ECR student abstract
submission?
Carmelo Messina: I was in my
last year of medical school in 2010
and was doing a student internship
in a radiology department. My tutor
told me about the ECR student
abstract submission, and he really
motivated me to participate.
ECRT: What was your motivation
to present your work at the ECR?
CM: I was really curious about
the fascinating world of medical
congresses and my curiosity was
even more stimulated by the possibility to speak and present in a dedicated session as a student.
ECRT: Did you find the instructions on the ESR website easy to
follow?
CM: Definitely, yes. The instructions were clear and Robert Grünkranz, from the ESR Office, helped
every time we needed it.
ECRT: Tell us about your experience gained by participating in the
congress.
CM: I had my first public presentation at the ECR in 2011, which
was even before my graduation
thesis, thus, it was a unique chance
to become confident with public
speaking and data presentation. I
was definitely more self-confident

after the congress. I also learned a
lot by attending several basic lectures on different topics and was
truly enthusiastic about the knowledge I acquired. Lastly, I met new
friends and I am still in contact
with many of them; this was a great
opportunity to build an international network for future purposes.
ECRT: Did participating in the
congress change your view about
radiology?
CM: Absolutely, yes. As a student
I had limited and mostly theoretical
radiological knowledge. I met very
interesting people and extensively
visited the technical exposition
during the ECR, where I discovered
new machines and technologies. I
went back home even more curious
about the field of diagnostic imaging. The congress gave me the certainty that radiology was the right
choice for my future career.
ECRT: Did participating in the
congress help you in the decisions
about your future?
CM: Yes. Although I was already
oriented towards becoming a radiologist, participating in the congress
reinforced my choice.
ECRT: What are the highlights
for medical students at ECR 2018
from your point of view?
CM: I believe that one of the most
exciting opportunities is offered by

Dr. Carmelo Messina from Milan won
a prize for the best medical student
project back in 2011 and encourages
students to learn how to present
their paper at the ECR
(Photo © Gianni Di Leo).

the Rising Stars Programme, which
is specially designed for young
participants, such as radiology residents and medical students. The
programme is full of basic sessions
that will certainly be extremely captivating for those who are new to
radiology. Furthermore, ECR usually
offers a great variety of educational

lectures for participants at any level,
from students to experts, such as the
E3 sessions (European Excellence in
Education). This variety offers students the possibility to face even
more complex scenarios, which is
in my opinion a unique stimulating occasion for skill development
and personal growth. Finally, it is a
perfect environment to meet young
colleagues from around the world,
to share experiences and, why not,
to also make new friends!
ECRT: What would be your
advice to students willing to present their work at the ECR?
CM: Presenting at ECR is a unique
possibility for students regardless
of the future directions of their own
medical career. It means challenging yourself in a new field with the
support of a big organisation like
the European Society of Radiology.
ECRT: Do you have any suggestions, comments and ideas how to
improve the student sessions at
the ECR?
CM: Students need to be encouraged by senior radiologists to take
part in student sessions. Speaking
in front of a large audience is an
educational challenge that provides valuable experience in an
important life skill. This is definitely attractive and further motivation for young medical students.

I would suggest combining student
presentations with basic lectures
such as those of ‘Beauty of Basic
Knowledge Sessions’ in order to
increase the number of residents as
well as senior radiologists attending
the student sessions.
Dr. Carmelo Messina, radiologist at
the Galeazzi Orthopaedic Institute
in Milan and currently a member of
the ESR Undergraduate Education
Subcommittee, graduated with a
degree in medicine from the School
of Medicine at the University of
Milan. He also completed his radiology residency at the University of
Milan. He is a successful candidate
of an ESOR scholarship (Innsbruck,
Austria, 2016) and the European
Diploma in Radiology (2017).
In 2013, he established a project,
‘Sono4You’ at the Medical University of Milan, to encourage medical
students to approach ultrasound.
As an active member of the ESR, he
was a moderator for the medical
student sessions at ECR 2014 and
2015, as well as a tutor for the
Ultrasound Workshop for students
during these congresses. At ECR
2011, while still an undergraduate
medical student, he was awarded
the prize for the best medical student project and oral presentation.
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Croatian Society of Radiology urges
its members to actively participate
in multidisciplinary boards
The Croatian Society of Radiology
(CSR) embraces different sections:
neuroradiology, interventional radiology, thoracic, cardiac, musculoskeletal, GI and abdominal radiology. We
also have a section for young radiologists and residents. The working
group for breast imaging has regular
professional and scientific meetings and is deeply involved with the
national breast cancer screening
programme. Our important goal
remains to define a balance between
our narrow subspecialty approach
as well as general radiology training
in different Croatian radiology facilities in six teaching hospitals, five
regional hospitals, and more than 20
small general hospitals and the fact
that the majority of radiologists in
our country are employees of public
institutions.
The exponential growth of radiological knowledge and the participation of clinical radiologists in
dedicated interdisciplinary groups
in clinical hospitals demand subspecialty experts who are capable
of participation in clinical decision
making. Such an expert has to be
familiar with clinical data, including therapy options. On the other
hand, the majority of our radiolo-

gists are on duty round-the-clock
and have to be competent in solving
emergency radiology tasks.
We believe that recruitment of
radiology experts into a national
teleradiology
network
would
improve patient treatment in emergencies for some important and
specific clinical settings. Telemedicine and teleradiology are possible
from an informatics point of view
in Croatia, but we still do not have
clear answers from the Ministry of
Healthcare (our employer in public
hospitals) on how to finance and
reimburse these activities.
As a relatively small society we
are still very well-organised and
are traditionally one of the most
active societies within the Croatian
Medical Association. There is some
tendency from the neuroradiology
section to work separately but the
majority of neuroradiologists in our
country support the unity of radiology and find enough room for their
activities within the Section of Neuroradiology of the CSR. The interventional radiology group has also
remained loyal to CSR, which is the
best position for turf battles with
interventional cardiologists who are
very ambitious and well-organised.

After joining the European Union
in 2013, we have encountered significant brain drain from Croatian radiology which has resulted in a lack of
specialists, problems with qualifying exams and significant prolongation of waiting lists. After decades
of serious problems with radiology
equipment, the lack of experienced
radiologists has emerged as an
important issue which requires a
long-term action plan.
Visibility of radiologists and
radiology in general is an important issue. Our society promotes
the idea of clinical radiologists as
imaging consultants and active
participants in multidisciplinary
boards. Unfortunately, some very
important aspects of our professional activity including quality
control, optimisation of diagnostic
and interventional procedures in
radiology, and radiation control are
not adequately recognised. Public
pressure is focused almost exclusively on waiting lists, while quality
of radiology does not find any space
in journalist’s columns. Waiting lists
in our country mostly affect magnetic resonance imaging and ultrasound, but are not an issue in CT
or fluoroscopy.

It is much easier to reject a
radiological procedure due to the
amount of ionising radiation than
to refuse unjustified exams with no
radiation burden in clinical practice.
Undoubtedly, radiologists should
advise on optimal diagnostics in
clinical settings in accordance with
evidence-based radiology but what
is the real relevance of a radiological report twelve months after clinical referral? The implementation
of clinical decision support should
help but until its full implementation we have to provide MR exams
for urgent indications. Good examples are pelvic MR for staging of rectal, endometrial or cervical cancer.
For such indications we must keep
space free in our schedules, despite
extreme pressure from the public.
Professional relations with radiation technologists and medical
physicists are very important and
could become a sensitive issue for
our society. Medical physics has a
very long tradition in radiotherapy and nuclear medicine but has
recently entered the radiology
departments of clinical hospitals in
Croatia. Some radiologists and radiation technologists have problems
with understanding the value of

standardisation, optimisation and
quality control in radiology. It is an
important task for heads of radiology departments to promote active
collaboration with medical physicists, in order to give strong support
to quality assurance and auditing.
Radiation technologists and medical physicists, as our partners, are
going to have their dedicated sessions within the national radiology
congress on October 2018.
Scientific work in radiology is developing at several radiology departments in our country. Radiologists
are more frequently partners with
their clinical colleagues than research
leaders. Our task in the next period is
to promote and recognise scientific
activities in radiology. We are working
on the criteria for rewarding the best
scientific publications and projects
in radiology and hope to implement
these criteria during 2018.
Prof. Damir Miletić is head of
the radiology department at the
Clinical Hospital Centre in Rijeka,
Croatia, chairman of radiology
at the medical faculty at the
University of Rijeka, and president
of the Croatian Society
of Radiology.

BY KOSTAN S. GALUMYAN

Achievements and current issues in
the field of radiology in Armenia

The Board of the Armenian Association of Radiologists at their Annual
Meeting in Yerevan.

The Armenian Association of
Radiologists is the best-organised
institution in the field of radiology
in Armenia. Its members include
almost two thirds of local radiologists. The Association was founded
in 2007. Since the Annual Meeting of

the AAR in 2016, the Association has
become highly engaged in various
activities aimed at developing the
field of radiology in Armenia. One
of the prime objectives of the association is to bring all professionals in
the field under the same roof, which

we hope will assist in the overall
development process by stimulating
warmer relationships among other
things. We all try to contribute to
the popularisation of our profession
through our unified efforts.
The greatest achievement for
us in 2017 was that AAR became
a national member society of the
ESR. This greatly inspires us and
makes us more conscientious
when engaged in our activities.
2017 was also an important year for
our representation at a number of
international conferences, chief
among those the ESOR Course,
which served as an major stimulus
for our integration into the larger
European family of radiology and
it attracted many local radiologists
toward the association.
Due to our considerable effort,
Armenia has been selected by
the ESR Board of Directors as the
fourth country to benefit from the
ESR Support Initiative Programme
(March 2018 to March 2019). The
members are energised and grate-

ful for this wonderful opportunity, which promotes the cooperation between AAR and ESR and is
hugely significant for us.
Despite all these developments
and achievements, of course there
are many issues requiring much
attention. One step the AAR has
recently taken is the adaptation
and implementation of western
protocols. This aims to create a unified radiological language, which
removes unnecessary hurdles to
working more efficiently.
Radiology is a relatively young
branch of medicine, which continues to make many advances as
well as make connections to other
fields. We try to follow these trends
by getting involved internationally.
In the 21st century, science does not
recognise any international limits, which is why we are getting
involved in the international scientific activities. One important
step toward that is the implementation of international conventions and western medical proto-

cols, as well as the application of
radiation safety standards in diagnostic radiology.
We are also taking actions toward
changes in the educational system.
Thus, we are considering offering
a postgraduate degree in radiology
designed for three or four years, as
in Europe, instead of the current
two years.
The Armenian Association of
Radiologists is open to any discussion and proposal and we highly
appreciate all the chances for cooperation that promote the advancement of radiology in our country.
Armenia is a country with an old
and historic culture that cordially
accepts those who wish to learn
more about it. For further information visit armradiology.am
Dr. Kostan S. Galumyan, PhD,
is head of the department of
radiology at Nairi Medical Center
in Yerevan, Armenia, and President
of the Armenian Association of
Radiologists.
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Jakob Alt, View from the artist’s studio in Alservorstadt toward Dornbach, 1836 © The Albertina Museum, Vienna
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WHAT’S ON TODAY IN VIENNA?
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 28, 2018

Ensemble in Tanz der Vampire © VBW Deen Van Meer

Ensemble in Die Komödie der Irrungen
by William Shakespeare © Reinhard Werner / Burgtheater

Ulli Maier, Erwin Steinhauer, Tamim Fattal in Fremdenzimmer
by Peter Turrini © Herbert Neubauer / Josefstadt

THEATRE & DANCE
Die Komödie der Irrungen
By William Shakespeare
BURGTHEATER | 19:30
1010 Vienna, Universitätsring 2
Phone: +43 1 51444 4145
www.burgtheater.at

All About Eve
By Christopher Hampton
KAMMERSPIELE DER JOSEFSTADT | 19:30
1010 Vienna, Rotenturmstraße 20
Phone: +43 1 42 700 300
www.josefstadt.org

Ein Körper für jetzt und heute
By Mehdi Moradpour

CONCERTS & SOUNDS
Wiener Symphoniker
Conductor Alain Altinoglu
Renaud Capucon, violin
M. Ravel: Pavane pour une infante défunte;
E. Lalo: Symphonie espagnole d minor op.21;
J. Brahms: Symphonie No. 2 d major op. 73
MUSIKVEREIN | 19:30
1010 Vienna, Bösendorferstraße 12
www.musikverein.at

Shlomit & Amina Figarova
(Austria/Azerbaijan/Netherlands/US)
PORGY & BESS (JAZZ) | 20:30
1010 Vienna, Riemergasse 11
www.porgy.at

SCHAUSPIELHAUS | 20:00
1090 Vienna, Porzellangasse 19
Phone: + 43 1 317 01 01
www.schauspielhaus.at

Weiße Neger sagt man nicht
By Esther Muschol
TAG – THEATER AN DER
GUMPENDORFER STRASSE | 20:00
1060 Vienna, Gumpendorfer Straße 67
Phone: + 43 1 5865222
www.dastag.at

Fremdenzimmer
By Peter Turrini
THEATER IN DER JOSEFSTADT | 19:30
1080 Vienna, Josefstädter Straße 26
Phone: +43 1 42 700 300
www.josefstadt.org

Please note that all theatre performances are in German.

Amira Elmadfa in Der Opernball
by Richard Heuberger © Johannes Ifkovits / Volksoper Wien

OPERA & MUSICAL
Der Opernball
Operetta by Richard Heuberger
VOLKSOPER | 19:00
1090 Vienna, Währingerstraße 78
www.volksoper.at

Eugen Onegin
By Piotr I. Tchaikowsky
Conductor Louis Langrée
With Olga Bezsmertna, Mariusz Kwiecien,
Rolando Villazón, Ferruccio Furlanetto
WIENER STAATSOPER | 19:30
1010 Vienna, Opernring 2
www.wiener-staatsoper.at

I Am From Austria
Musical with songs by Rainhard Fendrich
RAIMUNDTHEATER | 18:30
1060 Vienna, Wallgasse 18–20
www.musicalvienna.at

Tanz der Vampire
Musical by Michael Kunze
and Jim Steinman
RONACHER | 18:30
1010 Vienna, Seilerstätte 9
www.musicalvienna.at

